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Abstract 
 

The purpose of this research is to achieve a deeper understanding of the link 

between Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and its Irish and Spanish consumers loyalty. 

The study aims to compare and contrast Irish Coca-Cola consumers with Spanish 

Coca-Cola consumers loyalty responses due to its CSR practices.  

A review of existing literature revealed the shortage of literature regarding this topic 

and studies carried out in countries such as Ireland and Spain, with a particular 

dearth of literature in the product based industries. While it was evident that there 

is limited but not extensive research carried out in Spain, it appears that research 

carried out to this respect in Ireland by in large appears to be omitted and therefore 

the goal of this study aims to fill this gap. 

A mixed method research approach (both quantitative and qualitative) was 

undertaken, and triangulation was used, to compare and contrast the findings. This 

study addresses a gap in the literature and forms the basis for further research into 

the link between CSR and customer loyalty.  

Findings identified that there is a link however, not necessarily a direct link between 

Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and it’s Irish and Spanish consumers loyalty. With the 

mediation of communication to build both Irish and Spanish consumers awareness 

of Coca-Cola’s CSR practices, the CSR-Customer Loyalty link does become 

clearer. Therefore, Coca-Colas CSR practices are indirectly linked to customer 

loyalty, once it is mediated by communication.  

In this study, Irish and Spanish consumers demonstrated very similar responses 

which could be due to their arguably similar PESTEL situations as they are both in 

the European Union.  

In conclusion, this study provides a clear direction for efficient communication of 

Coca-Cola’s CSR practices in order to improve its CSR-Customer Loyalty link 

going forward. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 

1.1 Introduction 

The focus of this dissertation is: 

To determine if there is a Link between CSR Practices and Customer 

Loyalty. 

This is a Case Study on Coca-Cola. It is an intercultural comparative study, 

comparing Irish and Spanish consumers. It will primarily examine if there is a link 

between Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and its customer loyalty. It will also examine 

the differences between Irish Coca-Cola consumers and Spanish Coca-Cola 

consumers’ customer loyalty as a response to its CSR practices. This will be 

examined in order to understand if there is a cultural difference in the way 

consumers respond to CSR practices and to identify what can be done to better 

customer loyalty as a result. This study builds upon previous research for example 

studies such as those carried out by Wigley, S. (2008), Pérez, A. and Rodríguez del 

Bosque, I. (2015) and Stanisavljević, M. (2017). 

 

1.2 Background to Research 

Coca-Cola is the most popular and biggest-selling soft drink in history, along with 

being one of the most recognizable brands in the world. It was created in 1886 in 

Atlanta, Georgia, by Dr. John S. Pemberton. It was patented in 1887, registered as 

a trademark in 1893, and by 1895 it was being sold in every state and territory in 

the USA. In 1899, The Coca-Cola Company began franchised bottling operations 

in the United States and in 1906 bottling operations for Coca-Cola began to expand 

internationally (coca-colacompany.com). 

Since then, Coca-Cola has grown into one of the most recognizable and successful 

brands in the world. Due to this, the Coca-Cola company must behave ethically and 

responsibly towards it employees, consumers, and society. In an interview with 

Allyson Park, Vice President of Corporate External Affairs at the Coca-Cola 
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company, she proclaimed that, as the world’s largest beverage system, and as a 

company that is both global and local, the company must recognize the unique 

opportunity it has to make a positive difference in the communities it serves. Coca-

Cola sees its sustainability efforts as the right thing to do — the continuation of 

responsible corporate citizenship that began in its earliest days as a company and 

continues to be stressed in its values and organisational culture. Coca-Cola 

recognizes that to be a sustainable company is a business imperative, as the 

company can only be as healthy as the people and communities it serves. The 

company is making steady progress, but is continually challenging itself to quicken 

the pace of progress on sustainability (Park, 2012). 

In agreement with Park, Muhtar Kent, Chairman and CEO of the Coca-Cola 

Company talked about how the one common denominator they see among the most 

successful and prosperous communities they serve is a strong commitment to 

sustainability. A commitment that is shared by the business, the government and 

civil society (Kent, 2012). The way Coca-Cola view it, is that in the history of the 

company, any company could combine success and citizenship with a simple 

formula of doing well, doing good, and not doing harm in the process, however, 

nowadays, this is seen as just a baseline; “Business must participate in the world of 

social and economic development. Being a good company is simply not good 

enough. If Coca-Cola is to achieve its business goals, it will need to grow in a way 

that continues to enrich the world” (Park, 2012, p.13). 

In recent years, Coca-Cola has begun to express their sustainability and CSR 

practices by making its global sustainability report fully digital and designed for 

use across all social platforms (Park, 2012, p. 13). However, the question arises, 

whether this is enough to make consumers aware of what the company is doing 

regarding its global and local CSR practices. 

Coca-Cola, along with six of its largest bottling companies, developed a 

sustainability strategy focusing on reducing its ecological footprint (Hernández, 

2009). Coca-Cola has declared many aims in its 2020 Vision and it prioritizes 

sustainability. Zegler (2011) explains that one of the six pillars of the companies 

2020 Vision is dedicated to its sustainable goals, organized under its “Planet 

initiative” and has organized its planet commitments around its “Live Positively” 
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program, which is organized around platforms such as community, workplace, 

marketplace, and which includes beverage benefits and healthy, active living, along 

with the environment (encompassing packaging, climate and water). The company 

aims to attain global leadership in sustainable water use, as well as industry 

leadership in packaging, energy, and climate protection. While Coca-Cola will 

always struggle to convince its critics that it runs an ethical business, the latest push 

is a step in the right direction (Reynolds, 2007).  

Coca-Cola is concerned with “Me, We and World”, as seen in its sustainability 

report. The company aims to improve the wellbeing of employees, consumers, and 

society in many ways, as seen in its 2020 vision. Coca-Cola is very proud of its 

consumer’s loyalty to the brand. Over the past few years, it has relaunched an online 

loyalty scheme, with the aim of boosting consumption of Coca-Cola products 

amongst young adults and teenagers (Shearman, 2011). Coca-Cola is seen as one 

of the world’s leading “Cult brands” and has shown the power of passionate 

consumers throughout the years (Newberry, 2004), but Coca-Cola is aware that it 

needs to keep ahead of the game by acknowledging the changing needs and wants 

of consumers with the growth of more health conscious and ethical consumers.  

With regards to Coca-Cola’s CSR practices linkage with its customer loyalty, there 

has been little or no research carried out, globally. As CSR and sustainability is a 

huge part of the company, as well as the importance of its consumers’ loyalty to the 

brand, it would be of importance to fill this gap in literature. With Coca-Cola’s 

significance in the industry in which it operates, the growing demand of consumers, 

and the increase of ethical consumerism and health consciousness, this type of 

research could add to the knowledge of customer’s loyalty due to its CSR practices. 

The results, in turn, may present recommendations on how the company and other 

similar companies can improve their CSR practices in order to create more positive 

consumer loyalty attitudes and behaviours; not just in Ireland and Spain, but 

globally as well. 
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1.3 Rationale 

An examination of the literature revealed a gap, with limited guidance on how best 

to develop effective marketing strategies that correctly address CSR in order to 

create loyal customers. It was found that there was a particular lack of research into 

the link between CSR practices and consumer loyalty in the product industries, 

especially with regards to the Coca-Cola brand.  

Ailawadi, Neslin, Luan, and Taylor (2013) noted that prior research reveals the need 

to: (1) distinguish between different dimensions of CSR; (2) study the response of 

specific stakeholder groups in individual industries; (3) link consumers' CSR 

perceptions to their behavioural loyalty, in addition to attitude; (4) control for other 

core firm attributes from which consumers derive utility; (5) examine heterogeneity 

in CSR response across individuals; and (6) study real-world data, some of which 

are covered in this study.  

The effects of CSR differ in different industry settings because the ability to 

promote a corporate identity varies across industries (Pérez and del Bosque, 2015, 

p. 481). Previous research has shown that service industries tend to show more 

positive effects from CSR initiatives than product-based industries (de los 

Salmones et al., 2009). Through carrying out secondary research, it has been noted 

that the product industry has not been extensively researched with regards to the 

link between CSR and customer loyalty. Likewise, Godfrey and Hatch (2007) and 

Raghubir, Roberts, Lemon, and Winer (2010) note that there is a need to conduct 

industry-specific studies and to distinguish between different dimensions of CSR.  

Although a substantial body of research has demonstrated a positive relationship 

between CSR and attitudinal loyalty (Lacey et al., 2015; Lichtenstein et al., 2004; 

Martínez & del Bosque, 2013; Walsh & Bartikowski, 2013), research investigating 

CSR's link to behavioural loyalty is rare, and when conducted has revealed a weak 

relationship (Ailawadi, Neslin, Luan, & Taylor, 2014). The lack of research linking 

CSR with behavioural loyalty is notable given the extent of service firms that 

indicate it is far more difficult to predict behavioural loyalty than attitudinal loyalty 

through consumer-related attributes, such as satisfaction (Seiders, Voss, Grewal, & 

Godfrey, 2005; Yoshida, Heere, & Gordon, 2015; Inoue et al., 2017 p. 46).  
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It has been noted that there has been extensive research on CSR in Western 

contexts, but relatively little empirical research has been conducted that would 

contribute to an understanding of the link between CSR and customer loyalty in 

contrasting cultures (Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun Lin, 2014, p. 558). Although previous 

cross-cultural studies have contributed to the understanding of cross-cultural CSR 

(e.g. Maignan and Ralston, 2002; Waldman et al., 2006; Wu, 2001), there has been 

limited research examining whether CSR yields different business benefits in 

contrasting cultural contexts (Loetal, 2008). This present study will look at the role 

of cultural context in predicting the impact of CSR on customer loyalty, not unlike 

the study carried out by Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun Lin (2014). This matching between 

CSR needs and CSR practices is particularly critical for multinational corporations 

that operate in diverse cultural and socioeconomic contexts such as Coca-Cola. 

This study will attempt to fill most of these gaps in the literature, using a case study 

on Coca-Cola, to carry out research to understand the link between customers’ 

perceptions of Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and the influence on behavioural loyalty, 

as well as attitudinal loyalty. Comparable to the study of Pérez and Rodríguez del 

Bosque (2015), this study proposes that the type of country, its culture, and its 

reactions to the type of company determines the perceptions that customers have of 

CSR initiatives (CSR perceptions), which affect customer identification with the 

company (CCI), satisfaction, attitudinal loyalty (recommendation) and behavioural 

loyalty (repurchase behaviour). 

Ireland was chosen for this study as Sweeney (2007) noted that there has been a 

lack of discussion and attention to CSR in Ireland (HovenStohsand Brannick, 1999; 

O’Dwyer et al., 2005). The purpose of this dissertation is to overcome this gap and 

provide an understanding of the nature and link between CSR and customer loyalty 

in Ireland and Spain.  

Similarly, Spain was chosen due to a gap in literature with regard to the product 

market in Spain. This is clear, as García de los Salmones, Herrero Crespo & 

Rodríguez del Bosque (2005, pp. 369-385) carried out research in the Spanish 

mobile telephone service market in order to determine the influence of CSR on the 

loyalty and valuation of services from the consumer’s point of view. Pérez and 

Rodríguez del Bosque (2014) carried out similar research in the Spanish banking 
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services, further stating the gap in literature with regards to the product market in 

Spain.  

Maignan (2001) has adopted Carroll's well-known CSR framework and, 

specifically, this author analyses European and American buyers' support for 

socially responsible firms, as well as the possible differences between individuals 

of different countries when evaluating each of these dimensions. This study will be 

carried out along similar lines of research carried out by Maignan; however, it will 

be in a whole new context comparing Irish and Spanish consumers’ perceptions of 

CSR and their loyalty responses to Coca Coca’s CSR initiatives. It will be the first 

of its kind and will add new insights to the current literature. 

To summarize the rationale for this study, from examining previous research 

literature it was decided to carry out a case study on a well-known multinational 

product based company so that the management of other companies can use this 

information to understand the link between CSR and customer loyalty and the 

differences in customers perceptions depending on the country in which the 

company operates. The aim is to add to the existing knowledge in order to help 

better practice in the area and to develop a basis for further future studies on this 

topic. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The research aim of this study is  

To determine if there is a Link between CSR Practices and Customer 

Loyalty using a Case Study on Coca-Cola comparing Irish and Spanish 

consumers. 

To meet this aim, the following theoretical and empirical objectives must be met, 

as listed in the table below: 

The main research question that this dissertation aims to answer is: 

Is there a Link between Coca-Cola’s CSR Practices and its Irish and Spanish 

Customers Loyalty? 
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Table 1.1: Theoretical and Empirical Objectives 

 

 

These objectives form the basis for this study which sets out to answer the research 

question posed. 

 

1.5 Scope of Study 

This study examines if there is a link between Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and its 

customers loyalty. It also examines the differences between Irish Coca-Cola 

consumers and Spanish Coca-Cola consumers’ customer loyalty as a response to 

their CSR practices. 

This exploratory research is both quantitative and qualitative in nature. Irish and 

Spanish Coca-Cola consumers completed a questionnaire in their native English 

and Spanish languages. An in-depth expert interview was used, where the expert 

was selected based on having specific CSR knowledge, regarding companies such 

as Coca-Cola. 
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Table 1.2: List of Definitions 
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1.6 Study Overview 

This study consists of five chapters. Each chapter will focus on an individual area 

of study as outlined in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: Structure of Study 
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1.7 Summary  

This chapter has outlined the background and rationale for conducting this research. 

The research objectives were clearly laid out and an overview of the study was 

given in order give the reader an idea of what to expect for the remainder of the 

thesis. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review  
 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter summarises, synthesises and discusses a review of the existing 

literature, on the topic of the link between CSR and customer loyalty, to identify 

gaps in existing research and to allow the author to develop a conceptual framework 

for the study. This secondary research is undertaken prior to the primary research. 

2.2 CSR 

The concept of CSR can be defined in many ways. Kotler and Lee (2005, p. 3) 

explain CSR as “a commitment to improve community well-being through 

discretionary business practices and contributions of corporate resources”. These 

discretionary practices are not laws or regulations; rather, they are voluntary 

commitments of companies. Brown & Dacin (1997) and McWilliams & Siegel 

(2001) refer to CSR as a firm's moral, ethical, and social obligations beyond its own 

economic interests. 

Initially, empirical research on corporate social responsibility centred on measuring 

the potential outcome from corporate behaviour (Wood, 1991) and relating social 

behaviour with the financial performance (Moskowitz, 1972; Vance, 1975; 

Alexander and Buchholz, 1978; Aupperle et al., 1985). Other researchers have 

studied the degree to which corporate social responsibility is applied in firms 

(Abbot and Monsen, 1979; Lewin et al., 1995; Clarkson, 1995; Maignan and 

Ferrell, 2000; Joyner and Payne, 2002). More recently, scholars have tried to 

measure the relationship between social performance and employer attractiveness 

(Greening and Turban, 2000; Backhaus et al., 2002); the orientation towards social 

behaviour of business students of different nationalities (Beggs and Lane, 1989; 

Ibrahim and Angelidis, 1993; Mukherji and Mukheiji, 2002); and, most beneficial 

to this study, the influence of the concept on consumer behaviour (Brown and 

Dacin, 1997; Lafferty and Goldsmith, 1999; Handelmann and Arnold, 1999; 

Maignan et al., 1999; Maignan, 2001). Prior to 1997, there was very little research 

on the concept of CSR and its influence on consumer behaviour and loyalty. 
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The European Commission (2011) gives a more detailed definition: “CSR is a 

concept by which the company integrates the care for society and environment in 

its business activities and interaction with its stakeholders on a voluntary basis” (p. 

3). Geoffrey, Sprinkle & Maines (2010, p. 446) state that CSR involves a wide 

spectrum of company’s activities and is focused on the well-being of all 

stakeholders, like investors, humanitarian organizations, employees, suppliers, 

customers, and future generations. Around the same period of time, Silver and 

Berggren (2010) added to this by stating that the management of CSR is essential 

to avoid brand problems and to recover reputation. 

Other earlier researchers have related the concept to marketing activities with a 

social dimension (Davis and Blomstrong, 1975; Dnimwright, 1996; Handelmann 

and Arnold, 1999), in areas such as environment protection, community 

development, resource conservation, and philanthropic giving (Quazi and O'Brien, 

2000). These approaches to social responsibility are quite narrow, as they are 

limited to particular aspects of the concept and fail to take into account its multi-

dimensional nature (Maignan and Ferrell, 2001). Corporate social responsibility is 

a broad concept, as it takes in the whole set of philosophical and normative issues 

relating to the role of business in society (Maignan and Ferrell, 2001). Similarly, 

Pride and Ferrell (1997) noted that it must take into account all the moral obligations 

that maximise the positive impact of the firm on its social environment and 

minimise the negative impact. 

Mandhachitara and Poolthong (2011, p. 125) wrote about the five most important 

items of CSR activities, as suggested by Owen and Scherer (1993), which are: 

environmental pollution, corporate philanthropy, disclosure of social information, 

representation of women, and representation of minorities. Likewise, the 

managerial accounting firm, Ernst & Ernst, developed a set of “social responsibility 

disclosures”, which includes six categories of CSR: environment, equal 

opportunity, personnel, community involvement, products, and others (Carroll, 

1999). Carroll (1979, 1991) advanced a well-recognized CSR framework 

(Mandhachitara and Poolthong, 2011, p. 125) which will be discussed in the next 

section.  
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2.2. The dimensions of CSR 

Carroll's (1979, 1991) framework is one of the most widely accepted and used 

proposals to explain the construct of CSR (Wartick and Cochran, 1985; Burton et 

al., 2000). For this study, Carroll’s (1979, 1991) specific definition of CSR is 

relevant. He defined CSR as consisting of four dimensions for companies to be 

good corporate citizens: economic, legal, ethical, and philanthropic responsibilities. 

A socially responsible company should strive to make profits, obey the law, be 

ethical, and be a good corporate citizen (Carroll, 1991, p. 43). This is known as 

Carroll’s pyramid of CSR. Stanisavljević (2017, p. 39) pointed out that this pyramid 

is accepted among many researchers in this field. It has been the most frequently 

cited in domestic and foreign literature (García de los Salmones, Herrero, & 

Rodríguez del Bosque, 2005, 2012; Ivanović-Đukić, 2011; Lee, Park, Rapert & 

Newman, 2012; Park, Lee & Kim, 2014; Perez; Srbljinović, 2012), which is one of 

the reason this research is partially based on this definition of CSR. Some authors 

have suggested a different order in Carroll’s pyramid due to different cultural, 

historical, and religious traditions (Crane, Matten, & Spence, 2006; Visser, 2006). 

 

Figure 2.1: Pyramid of CSR 

Source: Carroll, A. (1991). The pyramid of corporate social  

responsibility: Toward the moral management of organizational  

stakeholders. Business Horizons, 4(3), p.42 
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Ailawadi, Neslin, Luan, and Taylor (2014) note that the literature generally follows 

the KLD classification of CSR into six dimensions – employee support, diversity, 

community support, environment, products, and non-U.S. operations. Bhattacharya 

and Sen (2004) propose that consumers may respond more positively to CSR 

initiatives that directly affect their experience with the firm. Bhattacharya, Sen, and 

Korschun (2008) also note that the stakeholders' response depends upon the benefits 

they themselves derive from the CSR activities. Ailawadi, et al, (2014, p. 157) 

suggest that CSR dimensions, which provide both societal and personal benefit, and 

which are integrated into the retailer's core offering, should have a more positive 

effect. He, and Lai (2012, p. 251) also made reference to Carroll’s (1991) CSR 

framework. 

For the purpose of this research three of these dimensions will be researched, to 

understand customers’ perceptions of Coca-Cola’s legal, ethical, and philanthropic 

CSR Practices, in order to determine if these practices are linked to customer’s 

attitudinal and behavioural loyalty. In this study, ethical and legal will be fused 

together in a similar way to what García de los Salmones et al. (2005) did in their 

study and will be labelled Ethical-Legal. As found by García de los Salmones et al. 

(2005), the most important conclusion drawn from their model was that the 

economic behaviour of firms is not perceived to be a component of corporate social 

responsibility by consumers, therefore this justifies why the economic dimension 

will not be used in this research. This is consistent with the findings of Smith et al. 

(2001), where it was found that most consumers are not concerned with the 

economic responsibility of a firm.  The research carried out by Salmones et al. 

(2005) can also be compared to work carried out by He, and Lai (2012, pp. 249-

263), as they focused on legal and ethical responsibilities to dimensions of CSR. 

They found that consumers perceived legal and ethical responsibilities of brands 

might improve brand loyalty through enhancing positive functional and symbolic 

images. Moreover, they found that corporate legally responsible behaviour helps to 

enhance a more functional image perceived by consumers, whereas ethically 

responsible action seems to impact the symbolic.  

The economic dimension, considered to be the most important, refers to the firm's 

obligation to be productive, profitable, and to maintain economic wealth. Firms' 

legal responsibility refers to carrying out their activities within the confines of legal 
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requirements. Their ethical responsibility refers to them having ethical codes, 

norms going beyond mere legal frameworks, and being honest in their relationships 

with their customers and their own employees. Finally, the discretionary component 

includes voluntary or philanthropic activities aiming to raise the well-being and 

development of society as a whole. (García de los Salmones, Herrero, & Rodríguez 

del Bosque, 2005 p. 371). It can be noted that within the group of work oriented 

towards consumers, only Maignan (2001) has adopted Carroll's proposal. 

Specifically, this author analyses European and American buyers' support for 

socially responsible firms, as well as the possible differences between individuals 

of different countries when evaluating each of these dimensions. This study will be 

carried out along similar lines of research carried out by Maignan; however, it will 

be in a whole new context comparing Irish and Spanish consumers perceptions of 

CSR and their different behavioural responses to Coca Coca’s CSR initiatives. 

Similar to Carroll’s CSR dimensions, Brown and Dacin (1997) pointed out that 

CSR associations include environmental friendliness, commitment to diversity in 

hiring and promoting, community involvement, sponsorship of cultural activities, 

or corporate philanthropy, consumerism, and labour relations. Previous research on 

CSR revealed that positive associations prompted by CSR activities might transfer 

to consumers’ favourable responses toward the company and the company’s 

products (Reilly, 2000). Sen and Bhattacharya (2001) reported that CSR activities, 

which are not intrinsic but extrinsic dimensions of a company, may positively 

influence consumers’ corporate and product evaluations. Choi and Park (2011) 

noted that CSR associations with a company activate consumers’ social dimension 

in their memory and may influence consumers’ social self which may be perceived 

by others, as it can be said that people use products and certain brands to create and 

represent their desired self-image, as well as to present a similar image to others or 

even themselves (Escalas, 2004). 
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2.3. Customer Loyalty  

Loyalty is a primary goal of each company, especially in the face of strong 

competition, economic crisis, and international scandals (Stanisavljevic, 2017, p. 

39). Loyalty can be defined as a customer’s unconditional commitment to the 

company and his or her strong relationship with the brand, which is not likely to be 

affected under normal circumstances (Maheshwari, Lodorfos, & Jacobsen, 2014, p. 

16). It can also be defined as a deeply held commitment to recommend and rebuy a 

preferred product/service consistently in the future because the customer has a 

favourable attitude towards the company (Oliver, 1999). Thus, the two 

representations of customer loyalty, which are recommendation and repurchase 

behaviour, must be independently considered when evaluating customer responses 

to CSR (Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2015). 

Customer Loyalty is considered a vital objective for a company’s survival and 

growth, as well as an important basis for developing a sustainable competitive 

advantage (Chung, Yu, Choi & Shin, 2015). Loyal customers are the greatest value 

to companies. Customers are limited and the most valuable resource of each 

company to have a direct impact on the company’s profit level (Stanisavljević, 

2017, pp. 38-40). Research has shown that a 5% increase in customer loyalty could 

increase profits by 25% to 85% (Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000, p. 346). A 2% 

increase of customer retention has almost the same effect as a 10% cost reduction 

(Marinković, 2012, p. 155).  

Jacoby & Chestnut (1978) and Oliver (1999) state that, whereas frequent purchase 

of a brand can be a result of behavioural inertia or promotional activity, loyalty can 

be seen to reflect consumers' psychological affiliation with, or commitment to, a 

brand.  

Measures of loyalty based on behaviour such as a sequence of repeat purchase are 

limited (Day, 1969), since a low level of repeat-purchase of a service can be due to 

various external circumstances, such as unavailability, barriers to change, or lack 

of alternatives (Andreassen and Lindestad, 1998; Bloemer et al., 1999). Due to this, 

a second current of research has arisen that considers loyalty as an attitudinal 

construct (Biong, 1993), which includes, for example, positive word-of-mouth 

(Seines, 1993). Delgado and Munuera (2001) speak of commitment to a brand, 
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defined as trust, esteem, or the consumer's desire to maintain the relationship or to 

acquire the same brand. Finally, loyalty also has a cognitive component (Lee and 

Zeiss, 1980), which includes tolerance for paying a higher price for the product 

(Anderson, 1996; Fornell et al., 1996) (García de los Salmones, Herrero, & 

Rodríguez del Bosque, 2005, p. 373). 

As previously noted, brand loyalty has been a popular research area for decades, 

and concepts such as satisfaction, trust, repurchase behaviour, and positive brand 

image have been associated with brand loyalty as antecedents of the concept 

(Demirbag-Kaplan, Yildirim, Gulden, and Aktan, 2015, p.136), therefore some of 

these concepts will be discussed, as they apply to this research. 

2.3.1 Dimensions of Customer Loyalty: Attitudinal and Behavioural 

Customer loyalty is predicated on the customer’s attitude and behavioural 

intentions towards the goods/service offered and actual repeat purchasing behaviour 

(Day, 1969; Dick and Basu, 1994; Pritchard et al., 1999). There are two dimensions 

to customer loyalty: attitudinal and behavioural (Akbar & Parvez, 2009; Chen, 

Chang & Lin, 2012; Day, 1969; García de los Salmones et al., 2005; Kandampully 

& Suhartanto, 2000; Perez et al., 2012).  

2.3.1.1 Attitudinal Dimension 

Yi and Jeon (2003) define attitudinal loyalty as customers’ positive attitudes toward 

the company. The attitudinal dimension refers to a customer’s intention to 

repurchase and recommend (Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000, p. 347). This 

dimension means that a positive evaluation of the company is made and that an 

emotional link exists between the customer and the company, which generates a 

real loyalty (Stanisavljević, 2017, p. 40). It is linked to active loyalty, which leads 

to positive word of mouth (Perez et al., 2012, p. 224). It could also refer to 

commitment to a brand, which can be defined as trust, esteem, or a customer’s 

desire to maintain the relationship or acquire the same brand (García de los 

Salmones et al., 2005, p. 373).  Mandhachitara and Poolthong (2011), in their study 

on the retail banking sector in Bangkok, Thailand, found that CSR has a 

significantly strong and positive association with attitudinal loyalty.  
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2.3.1.2. Behavioural Dimension 

The behavioural dimension refers to a customer’s repeat purchase behaviour, 

indicating a preference for a specific brand over time (Kandampully & Suhartanto, 

2000, p. 347). However, repurchasing does not mean satisfaction, and it could be 

caused by a lack of alternatives or barriers to change. This behaviour leads to 

“spurious loyalty” (Day, 1969, p. 30), which occurs when the repurchase happens 

even if company has a bad image (Perez et al., 2012, p. 224). Similarly, other 

academics defined behavioural loyalty as referring to the repeat purchasing or use 

of a given service or product over time (Kumar & Shah, 2004; Leenheer, van 

Heerde, Bijmolt, & Smidts, 2007). Although the use of self-report data is common 

in past research, behavioural loyalty is operationalized more accurately via 

objective customer data related to share of wallet (Leenheer et al., 2007) and the 

number of store visits (Seiders et al., 2005). Kumar & Shah (2004) state that 

behavioural loyalty is closely related but distinguishable from attitudinal loyalty, 

which refers to the cognitive, affective, and conative elements of loyalty. 

Inoue, Funk & McDonald (2017, p. 53) observed a weak contribution of perceived 

CSR to behavioural loyalty, which is consistent with Seiders et al.'s (2005) 

perspective that decision-making related to actual behaviour (as captured by 

behavioural loyalty) is more complex than the assessment of behavioural intentions 

(as captured by attitudinal loyalty), and that this complexity can result in a lower 

predictive ability for the behaviour than for intentions. In contrast, Mandhachitara, 

et al. (2011) found that when mediated by perceived service quality, there was a 

positive relationship between CSR and repeat patronage intentions (behavioural 

loyalty), in the retail-banking sector in Bangkok, Thailand.  

It will be interesting to see if these findings above will relate to the findings of this 

current study, which is based on Irish and Spanish consumers’ CSR perceptions on 

a product company, Coca-Cola, and their loyalty.   

The next section will discuss the literature which combines both key themes of CSR 

and Customer Loyalty as discussed above in order to discuss the link between them.  
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2.4 Link between CSR Practices and Customer Loyalty  

In this section the author will compare, contrast and critique findings from similar 

studies carried out on the link between CSR practices and Customer Loyalty which 

cover a range of industries and scenarios. The first section in this theme discusses 

findings from previous academic literature on various mediating roles between CSR 

and customer loyalty. 

2.4.1 An examination of the established mediators in the CSR-Loyalty 

Relationship 

There have been many studies that have proven certain mediating roles between the 

CSR-loyalty relationship. The following is a discussion of such. 

Commitment is an established mediator between perceived CSR and attitudinal 

loyalty (Bartikowski & Walsh, 2011; Lacey & Kennett-Hensel, 2010; Lacey et al., 

2010). The creation of highly committed customers is unlikely to contribute to 

immediate increases in product sales. Rather, the benefits these customers bring to 

the company should be understood from a long-term perspective; that is, highly 

committed customers are likely to help the company attract and retain other 

customers by engaging in positive word of mouth communication (Lacey & 

Kennett-Hensel, 2010) and providing helpful feedback to improve the company’s 

service (Bartikowski & Walsh, 2011). While taking into consideration the already 

established mediating role of commitment, Inoue et al. (2017, p. 53) found that 

involvement also operates as an important mediator for the relationship between 

perceived CSR and behavioural loyalty. Involvement positively affects behavioural 

loyalty, which confirms that involvement is a situational psychological state, where 

fulfilment may depend on repeat consumption of a product (Beaton et al., 2011; 

Laurent & Kapferer, 1985), therefore, involvement can be seen as a robust predictor 

of behavioural loyalty. The positive mediating effect of involvement found in this 

research suggests that CSR initiatives help create loyal customers, if the initiatives 

satisfy their desired end states (Inoue et al., 2017, p. 54).  
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Table 2.1: Previous research examining mediators in the CSR-loyalty 

relationship. 
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Table taken from research carried out by Inoue, Funk & McDonald (2017 p. 48) and 

adapted to include more recent research. 

This table provides a summary of the majority of the literature out there that has 

been carried out on similar topics to this current study. It provides a lot of 

information for the researcher of this study to take ideas from and compare and 

contrast this literature with the findings from the current study. From observing the 

industry settings, to the mediators and right through to the outcomes, it is clear that 

there is a gap in literature with regard to the product based industry as much of the 

research to date has used service industries as their setting. It becomes quite evident 

that there has been few studies carried out in Spain however the figure above further 

proves the argument of the lack of research with regard to the Irish as well as a 

shortage of studies carrying out cross-cultural analysis on the link between a 

multinational product based companies CSR practices and its customer loyalty and 

the differences between its consumers loyalty due to its CSR practices in diverse 

countries in which it operates which additionally supports the need for this study. 
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With regard to other mediators, CSR awareness, or the lack of, is a key stumbling 

block for companies looking to reap strategic benefits from their CSR initiatives 

(Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004). This seems to be a key deficiency in most CSR 

strategies (i.e., the lack of effective communication); since minimal benefits are 

likely to accrue to companies if their target market is unaware of their CSR 

initiatives, they need to work harder to increase CSR awareness. The roles of 

intrinsic and extrinsic attributions in shaping CSR beliefs suggest that companies 

need to also “work smarter” in communicating their CSR initiatives, ensuring that 

consumers attribute such efforts to intrinsic (e.g., genuine concern), rather than 

extrinsic (e.g., profit motive) motivations. (Du et al., 2007, p. 238). 

As seen from the table, the main mediators which are highlighted are commitment, 

CCI and satisfaction however there is still room for further analysis and perhaps 

development of other mediators when the setting in which the study takes place is 

changed. Perhaps the assessment of loyalty models can help with a further 

understanding of the effects CSR can have on consumers’ responses. 

2.4.2 Assessing Loyalty Models 

There are many loyalty models out there in the literature today but for the purpose 

of this study, the Hierarchy of Effects Model will be discussed as previous studies 

have proved that this model is appropriate for understanding the effects of CSR 

image on customer responses.   

The conceptual framework of this study builds upon previous CSR (as discussed in 

section 2.1.2) and loyalty models such as the principles of the hierarchy of effects 

model (Lavidge, 1961).  
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchy of effects model 

This approach considers that customers do not change instantaneously from 

disinterested people to convinced buyers, thus, customers approach purchases 

through a multi-stage process, of which the purchase itself is the final step 

(Madrigal, 2001). Pérez, A et al., (2015) described the stages of customer behaviour 

as being divided into:  

• the cognitive dimension, which refers to customer thoughts and beliefs 

(CSR perceptions);  

• the affective dimension, referring to the realm of feelings (C-C identification 

and satisfaction); and  

• the conative dimension, referring to customer actions (attitudinal loyalty - 

recommendation and behavioural loyalty - repurchase behaviour).  

The most significant contribution of this conceptual approach is that it allows 

scholars and practitioners to understand the mixed findings that have been reported 

by previous researchers (McDonald and Lai, 2011). Some scholars have identified 

a direct and positive effect of CSR perceptions on customer loyalty (Mandhachitara 

and Poolthong, 2011; McDonald and Lai, 2011), however, there are other scholars 

that deny this connection (Bravo et al., 2009). This conflicting result gives rise for 

further research to be carried out in order to clarify whether there is a link or not. 

On the other hand, when many scholars have introduced mediating affective 

variables in the study, such as those indicated in Table 3 (e.g. customer–company 

identification, satisfaction etc.), CSR perceptions have been found to always have 
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an impact on customer loyalty behaviours (García de los Salmones et al., 2009; 

Pérezetal, 2013a). With this in mind the researcher aims to further prove this. 

Pérez et al. (2015, p. 482) describe the model as a cognitive-affective-conative 

sequence, where CSR perceptions are a set of beliefs that determine corporate 

image, which in turn determine customers’ affective responses because of the 

cognitive effort to assess the company, in relation to the cost of being its customer. 

In the end, these affective responses affect customer behavioural responses, such as 

recommendation and repurchase behaviours (Pérez et al., 2015, p. 482). 

Previous to this, Pérez et al. (2015 p. 15) found that perceptions of customer-centric 

CSR initiatives positively and consistently impact customer identification with 

banking institutions, satisfaction, recommendation, and repurchase behaviours, in 

the savings and commercial banks’ samples, and suggest that future studies be 

carried out in other industries; which has been taken into consideration when 

carrying out this study on a product based company, instead of a services based 

company, as seen in previous research. 

Prior to the late 1990’s, there has been limited research on this topic. The percentage 

of customers who consider the degree of social responsibility of companies when 

making purchasing decisions increased from 28 percent in 1998 to 44 percent in 

2002 (Lewis, 2003; Azmat, and Ha, 2013, p. 266). Since then, numerous studies 

have confirmed the influence of perceptions about CSR dimensions on customers’ 

loyalty (Ailawadi et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2015; García de los Salmones et al., 

2005; He & Li, 2011; Marin et al., 2009; Perez et al., 2012; Srbljinović, 2012). With 

this being said, He, and Lai (2012) notice that there is no consensus among scholars 

about the direct relationship between CSR and brand loyalty. For example, Werther 

and Chandler (2005) found that CSR had a direct positive effect on brand loyalty, 

whereas Salmones, Crespo, and Bosque (2005) did not observe any direct 

relationship between the perception of CSR and consumers’ loyalty towards a firm. 

Prior to 1997, there was very little research on the concept of CSR and its influence 

on consumer behaviour and loyalty. 

From a business perspective, CSR investments and initiatives “contribute to 

strengthening a firm's competitive advantage through enhancing its relationships 

with its customers” (Carroll & Shabana, 2010, p. 98). Academic research supports 
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this perspective by demonstrating CSR's link to various loyalty outcomes, including 

the development of a strong positive attitude toward the company, willingness to 

advocate for the company, and intention to repurchase its products (Inoue et al., 

2017 p. 46; Du, Bhattacharya, & Sen, 2007; Lacey, Kennett-Hensel, & Manolis, 

2015; Lichtenstein, Drumwright, & Braig, 2004; Walsh & Bartikowski, 2013). 

Based off the literature, the influence of CSR activities on customer loyalty is quite 

substantial and well-established. 

Society today seems to be far more concerned about ethical issues in marketing, in 

comparison to 20 years ago. (Fan, 2005, pp. 12-13). Willmot (2003, p. 86) also 

agrees that “the world has changed. People are (generally) more affluent. 

Consumers have more choice. They are less ‘loyal” which means there are now 

other dimensions of brand values/attributes that corporations need to understand 

and communicate, one of which is corporate citizenship, being more ethically 

engaging in CSR and CRM within the corporation. 

Early research carried out by Keller and Aaker (1992) and Brown and Dacin (1997), 

indicated that the perception of socially responsible behaviour can strengthen the 

commitment towards a brand, since it transmits a character of differentiating values 

(Turban and Greening, 1997), respect for the consumers and concern to serve them 

correctly, as well as complying with quality standards; explaining why customers 

reward the companies CSR efforts with loyalty towards the particular firm 

(Maignan et al., 1999). More recent research has shown similar results, where 

customers prefer products from companies involved in social causes (García de los 

Salmones et al., 2005, p. 373). Customers have more trust, purchase more, and 

prefer to recommend socially responsible companies (Vlachos, Tsamakos, 

Vrechopoulos, & Avramidis, 2009). Numerous studies have shown a positive 

relationship between perceptions of CSR and customer loyalty (Ailawadi, Neslin, 

Luan, & Taylor, 2014; Chung et al., 2015; García de los Salmones et al., 2005; He 

& Li, 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Marin et al., 2009; Perez et al, 2012; Srbljinović, 2012). 

Customers appreciate companies’ participation in humanitarian events, programs 

devoted to energy conservation, sponsorship of local events, etc. These activities 

can influence the creation of higher customer loyalty (García de los Salmones et al., 

2005, p. 373). Later research by Du, Bhattacharya, and Sen (2007) confirmed that 

positive CSR beliefs held by consumers are associated, not only with greater 
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purchase likelihood, but also with longer-term loyalty and advocacy behaviours. 

These researchers also found that not all CSR initiatives are created equal: a brand 

that positions itself on CSR, integrating its CSR strategy with its core business 

strategy, is more likely than brands that merely engage in CSR to reap a range of 

CSR-specific benefits in the consumer domain (Du, et al., 2007, p. 224). 

Stanisavljević (2017, p. 44) is in agreement with this previous research, stating that 

managers need to recognize that investing in CSR initiatives is an important 

strategic task that leads to enduring customer loyalty based on intangible company 

assets. 

As market competition is at an all-time high, specifically in the non-alcoholic 

beverages industry that is the main focus of this research, companies are in need of 

new ways to differentiate their products from the growing competition in order to 

attract and retain customers; therefore, basing the company’s core business strategy 

on the CSR concept has become a great way to help companies stand out whilst 

making a difference. Customers’ perceptions about companies’ socially responsible 

behaviour influence their relationship with the company and its products; thus, this 

research examines if companies’ socially responsible behaviour influences 

customers’ loyalty (Stanisavljević, 2017, p. 41). In contrast, García de los Salmones 

et al. (2005) did not observe any direct relation between the perception of social 

responsibility and consumers' loyalty towards the firm. Nevertheless, CSR does 

influence customer loyalty indirectly through the overall validation the user makes 

of the service. In a similar study carried out by Yeh (2015), it was also found that 

CSR and service innovation are positively related to customer advocacy.  

Sureshchandar et al. (2001, 2002), and Maignan and Ferrell (2001), found that CSR 

can influence loyalty. Social responsibility associations may be useful in 

strengthening trust and the consumers' union with the company (Aaker, 1996; 

Maignan et al., 1999), since, as Delgado and Munuera (2001) establish, trust is 

based on the individual's experience of the brand. People tend to value companies' 

efforts in programmes of donations, energy conservation, or sponsorship of local 

events, among other CSR initiatives; this greater support may convert to stronger 

loyalty towards the firm (Maignan et al., 1999). Azmat and Ha (2013 p. 258), in 

their study carried out in a developing county, stated that the adoption of socially 

responsible practices by businesses is likely to lead toward customer trust and 
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loyalty, if they satisfy fundamental customer rights by producing quality products, 

being innovative, and being customer responsive. Correspondingly, Shin, and Thai 

(2014, p. 383) carried out research in the shipping industry and also found that CSR 

is essential in meeting customers’ needs and establishing long-term relationships.  

Some researchers have alluded to the importance of CSR awareness (Bhattacharya 

& Sen, 2004; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001) as a precursor of consumers' CSR 

beliefs. In a field experiment examining consumer reactions to a specific corporate 

philanthropic initiative, Sen et al. (2006) show that consumers' awareness of the 

philanthropic initiative is, a precondition for their beliefs that the company is 

socially responsible. Awareness itself, will not necessarily lead to favourable CSR 

beliefs. Favourability is likely to be contingent on attributions that consumers make 

about the motives underlying a company's CSR actions, which as prior research 

(Forehand & Grier, 2003; Menon & Kahn, 2003; Sen et al., 2006; Webb & Mohr, 

1998) suggests, consumers frequently generate when exposed to CSR information. 

These motives are likely to be of two kinds: extrinsic and intrinsic (Batson, 1998). 

Extrinsic or self-interested motives have the ultimate goal of increasing the brand's 

own welfare (e.g., increase sales/profits or improve corporate image), whereas 

intrinsic or selfless motives have the ultimate goal of doing good and/or fulfilling 

one's obligations to society (e.g., benefit the community or cause that the CSR 

actions focus on) (Du et al., 2007, p. 226). 

In a study carried out by Wigley (2008), it was found that participants exposed to 

information about a company’s CSR activities are more knowledgeable about those 

activities and that increased knowledge positively impacts attitudes and purchase 

intentions. Communicating CSR activities is critical because customers who are 

aware of CSR initiatives have more positive attitudes and behavioural intentions 

(Öberseder et al., 2013). Similarly, Fernández and Rajagopal (2013, p. 222) also 

found that consumers have become more interested in firms’ actions and have, in 

turn, begun to strongly consider them in their purchasing decision making. 

However, a lack of full awareness of what CSR entails, strong brand loyalty, and 

the absence of information regarding firms’ CSR engagement are aspects that have 

seen to halt Mexican consumers from being highly influenced by CSR, in such a 

degree as to alter shopping behaviour. In their 2010 study, Lacey and Kennett-

Hensel found that the longer CSR is performed by a firm, the more likely it is that 
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its customers will become at least generally aware of the companies CSR activities. 

However, this can differ with regards to different industries and consumers 

perceptions in diverse countries, therefore further analysis is necessary which 

further justifies the need for this current study. It will be interesting to see if this 

study will produce similar findings with Irish and Spanish consumers.  

According to Huang et al. (2017), enhancing CCI has become an important route to 

building deep, meaningful, long-term relationships with customers. Lichtenstein et 

al. (2004) document the transactional benefits of corporate philanthropy in a field 

study; consumers with more positive CSR beliefs about a grocery chain buy more 

from that chain. Prior identification research (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003; Maignan 

& Ferrell, 2004) suggests CSR-based identification is likely to be associated with a 

range of relational behaviours that go beyond product purchase (Lichtenstein et al., 

2004) to customers' loyalty to the company's existing products (i.e., customer 

retention); their willingness to try its new products (i.e., cross-selling 

opportunities); favourable word-of-mouth; and resilience in the face of negative 

information about the company (e.g., Klein & Dawar, 2004). Given that favourable 

CSR beliefs are likely to be a key driver of C–C identification (Bhattacharya & Sen, 

2003; Lichtenstein et al., 2004), such beliefs can be expected to strengthen the 

consumer-brand relationship, leading to a range of advocacy behaviours. All in all, 

Shin and Thai (2014, p. 383) noted that CSR can positively affect customer-

company identification, customer donations (Lichtenstein et al., 2004), customer 

attitudes toward a product (Berens et al., 2005), and financial outcomes (Luo & 

Bhattacharya, 2006).  

Similar to what Scott and Lane (2002) found in their study, García de los Salmones 

et al. (2009) found that CSR perceptions strengthen customers’ feelings of 

identification towards banking companies and cause them to develop a sense of 

connection with them. In a similar study carried out more recently and by Pérez and 

Rodríguez del Bosque (2014), it was found that CSR image influences customer 

identification with the company, the emotions evoked by the company, and 

satisfaction, positively.  

From a similar perspective, (Du et al., 2007, p. 227; Ailawadi, Neslin, Luan and 

Taylor, 2014) noted that one of the firm's most relevant stakeholders is its 
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customers, however research on how customers respond to CSR efforts is more 

limited (Ailawadi, et al., 2014, p. 156), especially in the product industry. More 

recently, a studied carried out by Huang, Cheng, and Chen (2017) confirms 

previous studies that CCI is complementary to customer satisfaction in the service-

profit chain, and is even more critical to customer satisfaction in driving customer 

loyalty (Homburg et al., 2009). This indicated the need for research on CCI in the 

product industry, as the bulk of previous research on this topic has been carried out 

in the services industry 

 

2.5 A Cross Cultural Analysis of the CSR-Customer Loyalty link 

Moon, Lee, and Oh (2015, p. 519) stated that when brands reflect the local culture 

of their target market, they are more likely to develop a strong customer relationship 

in that market. Brand managers need to consider diverse cultural values of the target 

market in their global business operations to identify effective brand positioning 

(Aaker and Joachimsthaler, 1999; Hsieh, 2002). Research revealed that consumers’ 

corporate associations influence consumer product responses (Brown and Dacin, 

1997; Kumar et al., 1995; Sen and Bhattacharya, 2001). Research on intergroup 

relationships suggests that consumers’ corporate associations may influence their 

self-connection with the corporation (Choi and Park, 2011; Stets and Burke, 2000). 

Choi and Park (2011) revealed that consumer’s CSR associations have a positive 

effect on the connection between the consumer’s social self-concept and product 

brand. 

Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun Lin (2014) investigated the extent to which societal culture 

has a moderating effect on the business benefits of CSR. A cross-national research 

design was conducted in Taiwan and Canada on employee CSR and customer CSR 

and it was found that employee CSR was found to be more strongly associated with 

higher employee commitment in Taiwan than in Canada. While customer CSR was 

associated with enhanced customer loyalty, this relationship was similar for firms 

in both countries. This study is one of few cross-cultural comparative studies of 

CSR (e.g. Maignan and Ralston, 2002; Waldman et al., 2006; Wu, 2001); there is 
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relatively limited literature on global CSR and business ethics, to date (Carroll, 

2004).  

It has been noted that there has been extensive research on CSR in Western 

contexts, but relatively little empirical research has been conducted that would 

contribute to an understanding of the link between CSR and customer loyalty in 

contrasting cultures. (Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun Lin, 2014, p. 558). While 

institutional theory may help explain cross-national differences in CSR, 

institutional theory has yielded a limited understanding of why various CSR 

practices are valued differently across countries and how multinationals can apply 

these practices across different national contexts (Matten and Moon, 2008). In 

particular, a more in-depth understanding is needed regarding the role of societal 

cultures that embody the social value system and expectations of people living in a 

country (Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun Lin, 2014, p. 558). 

Social identity theory also provides another perspective to interpret societal 

difference in the influence of customer CSR on customer loyalty. As identified by 

Tajfel and Turner (1979), social identity theory emphasizes that individuals engage 

in categorization, identification, and comparison in their construction of a self-

image. Engaging in customer CSR enhances corporate reputations, which in turn, 

may motivate customers to be associated with those firms (Turban and Greening, 

1997; Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun Lin, 2014, p. 558). 

There has been very limited research concerning the understanding of CSR from an 

Irish perspective (Sweeney, 2007, p. 517) and in particular from an Irish consumer’s 

perspective; a gap this dissertation will attempt to fill. CSR is a relatively recent 

development in Ireland, in comparison to other parts of the world, which has caused 

ambiguity in understanding the term; “the term means something, but not always 

the same thing, to just about everybody” (Zenisek, 1979, p. 359). 

2.6 Conclusion 

Overall, the review of literature was taken from both product and service based 

industries and from both a company and customer point of view. The obvious 

message throughout the literature is that CSR does link to both behavioural and 

attitudinal loyalty, in most cases; however, not always directly. It was generally 
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seen that the link between CSR and customer loyalty is found indirectly through 

multiple mediating roles such as CSR awareness, satisfaction, and C-C 

Identification however there is a gap in literature which quite clearly needs to be 

addressed.  

It is evident that throughout the research there is a shortage of literature regarding 

this topic and studies carried out in countries such as Ireland and Spain, with 

particular shortages in the product based industries. While it is evident that there is 

limited but not extensive research carried out in Spain, it appears that research 

carried out to this respect in Ireland by in large appears to be omitted and therefore 

the goal of this study aims to fill this gap. 

The following chapter will define the research approach taken, along with the 

methodology carried out, detailing the structure and direction of the primary 

research taken. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 
 

3.1 Introduction 

In a study carried out by Martínez, Pérez, and Rodríguez del Bosque (2013), it was 

noted that case study research is very useful, as it allows expansion and 

generalization of theories by combining the existing theoretical knowledge with 

new empirical insights (Yin, 1993). In this study, a single case study on Coca-Cola 

was considered to represent the best means of acquiring deep and contextual insight 

to generate and build a theory (Yin, 1989) in the non-alcoholic beverages sector, 

regarding CSR and customer loyalty. The case study of Coca-Cola is thought to be 

illustrative of the real-life application of CSR initiatives and their link to customer 

loyalty.  

There are two research sections included in this study:  

This chapter discusses the chosen methodology outlining the research approach and 

rationale behind it, the theoretical perspective, the chosen epistemology, the 

research approach, the research design, and a description and explanation of the 

quantitative and qualitative data collection methods. It includes the time scale and 

the data analysis techniques and includes an explanation of the questionnaire 

purpose, design, testing, the research sample, and its rationale and procedures. The 

chapter also includes an examination of reliability and validity. Finally, the chapter 

concludes with ethical considerations and the personal biases of the research. 
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The research objectives will determine whether there is a link between Coca-Cola’s 

CSR practices and Irish and Spanish consumers’ customer loyalty. It will also 

examine the differences between Irish and Spanish consumers’ loyalty towards 

Coca-Cola as a result of their CSR initiatives.  

 

3.2 Research Philosophy  

Epistemology is concerned “with providing a philosophical grounding for 

deciding what kinds of knowledge are possible and how we can ensure that 

they are both adequate and legitimate” (Crotty, 1998). The Research Onion 

(see Figure below) by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2012) has been used 

to guide the structure of this research and to help with the discussion of the 

epistemological and ontological foundations, on which this research was 

founded.  

 

Figure 3.1: The Research Process Onion 

Adapted from Saunders et al, (2012) 

 

This research process onion is fundamental in explaining the rationale for the 

research design and methodology found in this research. It can be said that 

epistemology and methodology are intimately related: the former involves the 

philosophy of how we come to know the world and the latter involves the practice 

(social research methods, 2006).  
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This study uses exploratory case study methodology, using pattern matching, 

following the recommendations of Yin (1994) and Eisenhardt (1989). Exploratory 

research gives flexibility and adaptability to the methodological process (Yin, 

2009). An exploratory design can be conducted when there is little knowledge in a 

research area and has been defined as “potentially useful knowledge building in a 

new or lonely area” (Beall, 2002). This is relevant to this thesis, due to the sparse 

research carried out with regards to cross-cultural analysis of the differences 

between Irish and Spanish consumers’ loyalty due to CSR in a product based 

industry, in particular the multinational corporation of Coca-Cola. 

Exploratory research was found to be an appropriate method for this research, as it 

follows the following points:  

 

3.3 Research Approach 

The methods of data collection in the empirical research of this study are of a 

quantitative and qualitative nature, including an English and Spanish survey and an 

in-depth expert interview. This mixed method approach aims to add to existing 

literature on the topic and provide a basis for further study opportunities. 

This study intended to determine the link between CSR and customer loyalty 

through a case study analysis of Coca-Cola consumers loyalty due to the company’s 

CSR practices. In accordance with the primary research method of quantitative data 

collecting, the study adopts a deductive approach. This allowed for maximum 

objectivity, ensuring the researcher’s complete detachment from the questioning. 

This approach prevented the researcher from influencing the respondents’ answers. 
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A deductive approach allows conclusions to flow logically from the available facts 

(Jonker & Pennink, 2009). Saunders et al. (2012) state, the final characteristic of 

deduction is generalization. Due to this, a deductive approach was found to be the 

most suitable approach; one of the aims of this Case Study research is to make 

generalizations from the results. The deductive concept demonstrates the research 

process of this study, as existing theory was presented in the literature review in 

chapter 2 and formed the basis for the research objectives. In order to be able to 

statistically generalize regularities in human social behaviour, it is necessary to 

select samples of sufficient numerical size (Saunders et al., 2012, p.162). The 

quantitative research instruments of a questionnaire in both English and Spanish 

rolled out to Irish and Spanish Coca-Cola consumers, complimented by a structured 

in-depth interview with a Coca-Cola manager in Ireland and a Coca-Cola manager 

in Spain along with an in-depth CSR expert interview, will ensure the reliability of 

the data.  

3.4 Research Design 

A mixed method research design has been incorporated into the methodology of 

this study, as the researcher sought to “triangulate” the data, to elaborate on the 

findings of the quantitative data (Coca-Cola consumers), with qualitative data (A 

CSR Expert interview) to allow for conclusions to be drawn.  

A quantitative survey questionnaire, which was distributed to a sample of the Irish 

and Spanish population. Initially, as part of the qualitative analysis, the researcher’s 

intention was to interview two Coca-Cola managers from Ireland and Spain 

however there was no response. Preceding the quantitative, the other qualitative 

method of data collection was successful, in the form of a structured in-depth expert 

interview with a CSR Expert Lecturer, for exploratory purposes.  
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The figure below details the intended research design structure for data collection. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2: Outline of Research Approach 

 

Creswell (2009) stated that a mixed method approach provides strengths that offset 

the weaknesses of either approach, that would be carried out individually. 

According to Creswell and Clark (2007), a mixed method approach “provides more 

comprehensive evidence for studying a research problem than either quantitative or 

qualitative research alone”.  

According to Denscombe (2010), there are four advantages to having a mixed 

methods approach: 

 

For these reasons, the mixed method approach was used in this study. 

 

This use of both methods, or triangulation, may be carried out by using several 

sources for data collection (such as merging secondary data with field notes), by 
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including more than one researcher in the data analysis, by utilizing multiple 

methods or applying various theoretical backgrounds for interpretation of data 

(Decrop, 1999). According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2007), the purpose of 

triangulation is to compare and contrast the quantitative statistical results with the 

qualitative findings. 

There are many benefits of using triangulation. Thurmond (2001, p. 254) 

highlighted 5 benefits of using triangulation:  

 

This study used several sources by merging secondary data with primary data. The 

first angle of this approach is the secondary research, which was carried out in the 

form of a literature review. From this secondary research, it was found that 

questionnaires were the most recurring research method carried out by many other 

researchers of similar topics. Therefore, the second and third angle of the 

triangulation method was questionnaires, which were carried out in both Ireland 

and Spain.  
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The figure below illustrates the process of the triangulation of data carried out in 

this study. (Coca-Cola interviews are excluded from the diagram due to no 

response.) 

 

Figure 3.3: Triangulation  

 

The link between CSR and customer loyalty is quite a recent study phenomenon. 

This research topic sprung into importance in the early 2000’s; however, this 

specific cross-cultural analysis based on a case study of a multinational product 

based corporation will be the first of its kind. Therefore, in order to understand the 

complexity of this area being explored in the current research, this study examines 

evidence from: 
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3.5 Timescale 

As the researcher had a limited time frame to complete this research, it was deemed 

more appropriate that a cross-sectional time horizon be applied, as a longitudinal 

study was not appropriate due to this time constraint. 

3.6 Quantitative Data Collection Instruments  

3.6.1 Questionnaire Purpose and Questionnaire/Question Design 

The purpose of this survey was to investigate the differences between Irish and 

Spanish consumers’ loyalty due to Coca-Cola’s CSR practices. Leary (1995) 

devised seven guidelines for designing questionnaires to ensure that they generate 

reliable, valid, and credible data. The questions were designed originally in English, 

ensuring that all questions were in line with the research question and objectives 

formulated. Then, they were translated into Spanish, for implementation in Spain 

to analyse Spanish Coca-Cola consumers’ loyalty due to the companies CSR 

practices. Careful consideration was taken to ensure consistency in both languages. 

Leary’s seven guidelines were then followed closely in the formulation of the 

survey (see below).  

 

Table 3.1: Leary’s 7 Guidelines for designing a useful questionnaire 

 

Source: (Leary, 1995, pp. 81-82). 
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All measures of this survey instrument were developed based on literature from 

previous research. Questions were then slightly modified to fit this current case 

study. 

The questionnaire followed a 5-point Likert scale, which was chosen due to findings 

from the previous literature that highlighted this method of questionnaire to be the 

most popular method. Most of the similar studies used either a 5 point or a 7-point 

Likert Scale. 

The following table is an overview of the questionnaire structure, which will state 

where the questions were adapted from, under each section of the questionnaire. 

Table 3.2: Overview of Questionnaire Structure: 
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3.6.2 Testing 

For the purpose of increasing the likelihood of success and ensuring good study 

design, a ‘pilot study’ of the questionnaire was carried out in English before the 

translation to Spanish. A ‘Pilot Study’ is a research study that is conducted prior to 

the intended study, but on a much smaller scale. It is carried out in order to reduce 

the likelihood of making errors that could make the study a waste of time, money 

and effort. However, it is important to note that a pilot study cannot eliminate all 

systematic errors or unexpected problems.  

According to Suskie (1996), when the researcher takes these precautionary steps 

with the pilot study, reliability and validity are enhanced. For this reason, it is 

recommended that the survey should be reviewed by people from diverse 

backgrounds and with varying viewpoints before the survey’s administration: 

 

A pilot study (pre-test) questionnaire was carried out with the English version in 

order to avoid any misunderstanding or confusion in the actual questionnaire being 

distributed to the Irish and Spanish population. The pre-test was carried out in order 

to gain feedback on the initial questionnaire. A convenience sample was chosen, 

where some family, friends, and colleagues were asked to carry out the survey and 

give feedback on the flow and clarity of understanding of the questions, ease of 

interpretation and time necessary to complete. The initial survey feedback revealed 

valuable information about the survey, indicating that the all questions were clear 

and concise and the length of time to complete the survey was deemed acceptable 

due to the ease of survey design of the 5-point Likert scale. It was also found that 
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two of the questions had the same meaning, which resulted in identical answers, 

therefore, the questionnaire was edited with the removal of unnecessary questions. 

After the pre-test, the survey was edited to create the final version of the English 

survey. It was then translated into Spanish by a native Spanish speaker and was then 

checked by two bilingual marketing specialists to ensure language accuracy and 

clarity.  

3.6.3 Sampling and Selection of Respondents 

Sampling can be defined as the procedure, in which a sample is selected from an 

individual or a group of people matching certain requirements for research 

purposes. In sampling, the population is divided into a number of parts called 

sampling units. 

 

Figure 3.4: Advantages of Using Sampling 

Image Source: Money Matters 2017 
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Quantitative sampling: A non-probability convenience sample was used in this 

study due to the following reasons: 
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In order to overcome the disadvantages of using this type of method and to make 

the findings more generalizable, the first question of the study ensured that the 

respondents of the questionnaire were only consumers of Coca-Cola beverages, 

ensuring that the results would be more accurate. As time and resources were 

limited, and it was not viable to conduct a probability sample in both Ireland and 

Spain, this method was best suited to this research.  

Although convenience sampling was used in this study, sampling bias was avoided. 

 

Table 3.3: Quantitative research sample

 

An observation was made by the researcher that some studies in this area have not 

included age and gender demographic details in results of previous studies. To 

enrich and deepen the data, the researcher analysed these factors with all of the data 

collected. Where relevant, demographic information will be referred to in chapters 

4 and 5. 
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3.6.4 Demographics of the Irish and Spanish survey sample: 

The following depicts an analysis of the sample used under the headings of age and 

gender demographics of respondents from the Irish sample and Spanish sample. 

Also presented is a discussion under each section. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Irish Coca-Cola Consumers 

 

The above figure shows that 86% of people who attempted to fill out the survey 

were Irish Coca-Cola consumers and therefore all these people who answered 

“Yes” went on to complete the survey. The 14% who answered “No” did not 

complete the survey. This question was necessary to filter out non-Coca-Cola 

consumers, as only Coca-Cola consumers responses were needed for this study.  
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Figure 3.6: Spanish Coca-Cola Consumers 

 

The above figure shows that 100% of people who attempted to fill out the survey 

were Spanish Coca-Cola consumers and therefore all these people who answered 

“Yes” went on to complete the survey.  

The following figure illustrates the percentage of female and male survey 

respondents. 

 
Figure 3.7: Irish Survey Respondents Gender  

 

The figure above indicates gender, seen as a representative of the target Irish 

demographic. 
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The figure below shows the varied age of respondents, ensuring that these findings 

can be generalized.  

 

Figure 3.8: Spanish Survey Respondents Gender  

 

The figure above indicates gender, seen as a representative of the target Spanish 

demographic. The response rate from Ireland was over double the response rate of 

Ireland however the percentage of Female and Male respondents of both were quite 

similar as can be seen in the figures above. 

The figure below shows the varied age of respondents, ensuring that these findings 

can be generalized. The majority of Irish respondents (42%) were in the age bracket 

of 18-28 years. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Irish Survey Respondents Age 
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The following figure illustrates the percentage of female and male survey 

respondents. 

The figure below shows the varied age of Spanish respondents, ensuring that these 

findings can be generalized. The majority of Spanish respondents (62.75%) were in 

the age bracket of 18-28 years. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Spanish Survey Respondents Age  

 

For both samples, there were more respondents between the ages of 18-28 than 

any other age choices. This may be indicative of the number of consumers who 

are more available to or willing to complete online surveys. This could also have 

been due to convenience sampling. 

The questionnaire was administered electronically through various online forums. 

Although there are also some disadvantages to using this method, for this type of 

research where there are time constraints and geographical differences, it was the 

best option.  
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Table 3.4: Advantages and disadvantages of Electronic Questionnaire Survey 

 

         

Table Source: Shank, 2012 

 

Survey Monkey was used to collect survey results and the data was analysed here 

also. This survey development cloud-based software generated a series of tables 

and charts, displaying the data collected by Irish and Spanish respondents. When 

analysing, the researcher cross-checked the questionnaires to see if there was a 

difference in responses due to age and gender profiles. 

The main points were identified and recorded for use in the findings section of this 

research. The data was then categorised and reference to the literature review was 

made (see later chapters).  

3.7 Qualitative Data Collection Instruments  

3.7.1 Interview Purpose and Question Design 

The researcher chose to carry out qualitative research as according to Shank (2012), 

often it is best to combine questionnaires with other data-gathering methods in order 

to “triangulate” the data and get more information by following up. The purpose of 

using this method was to compliment the quantitative data findings, in an attempt 

to increase accuracy and construct well informed theories. The purpose of the 

interview with the CSR expert was to assess their views on the link between CSR 

and Customers loyalty concerning the Coca-Cola company. 
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The interview questions were created in a similar format to the questions of the 

survey, in order to allow for a simpler analysis. They were laid out under what were 

mainly the same themes as the questionnaire also 

3.7.2 Testing 

As stated in the section of quantitative testing in section 3.4.1. A pre-test is carried 

out in order to enhance the reliability and validity. The questions for the Interview 

were tested to ensure that the questions flowed in the correct manner, they were 

easy to understand and answer and that all questions were necessary to help answer 

the research question and objectives posed. 

3.7.3 Qualitative Research Sample 

The importance of sampling was discussed in section 3.4.3. It was the researcher’s 

initial thoughts to carryout interviews with Coca-Cola’s Irish and Spanish 

managing directors but due to non-response this could not go ahead. An interview 

was also arranged with a CSR expert and was chosen on the persons expertise in 

the areas of CSR, ethical marketing and customer loyalty. 

3.7.4 Interview Administration  

The Interview was carried out in a formal matter. It took place on the 15th of August 

and lasted for just over 90 minutes in total. 

3.8 Analysis Methods  

The data from the expert interview was transcribed, the details were collated and 

analysed and the key themes were synthesised with the addition of condensed key 

points under each theme. The questions were similar to the questions from the 

survey, which allowed for a simpler analysis. The interview was answered from the 

point of view of a CSR expert, with little or no bias towards the company, whereas 

the quantitative research method was from a consumer’s point of view of the 

company. 
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3.9 Reliability and Validity 

The Reliability and Validity of this study was heightened due to the mixed method 

approach. To make sure that both English and Spanish versions of the questionnaire 

generated credible, reliable, and valid data, the quantitative data collection was 

designed according to Leary’s (1995) seven guidelines. To ensure reliability and 

validity, a survey was chosen as a quantitative research method as "the attractions 

of a survey lie in its appeal to ensure generalizability or universality” (Cohen et al., 

2000, p. 171).  

Reliability refers to consistency of results and measurements made in the research 

process (Domegan and Fleming, 2007). O’Leary (2004, p.58) describes reliability 

as being concerned with internal consistency; that is, whether data collected, 

measured or generated, are the same under repeated trials; Kinnear and Taylor 

(1996, p.232) describes reliability as being concerned with the “consistency, 

accuracy and predictability of the research findings”. With regards to these 

definitions and after analysing the data collected, this study can be deemed reliable 

and valid based on the research methodology that had been adhered to. This study 

will be easily replicated in other countries and, regarding other case studies, can be 

generalized in other industries. 

Bryman and Bell (2007, p. 165) defined validity as “the issue of whether or not an 

indicator (or set of indicators) that is devised to gauge a concept really measures 

the concept”. It is important for any investigation to ensure that it is credible, which 

is the extent to which the data retrieved is both valuable and relevant. This is a key 

issue for any piece of research (Anderson, 2004, p.111). 

Necessary steps were taken to ensure the minimalization of any limitations. This 

study uses mix methods to cross-reference all findings. According to Saunders et 

al. (2003), adhering to a highly structured research methodology, which is strictly 

centred at, obtaining highly focused data, ensures reliability of research findings 

and allows generalization.  

Triangulation was used in order to check and establish validity by analysing 

research questions and objectives from multiple perspectives, which is similar, to 

what Patton (2002) posits. 
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The qualitative research method, i.e. the survey was pilot tested in order to ensure 

maximum reliability and validity of the study both in English and Spanish and to 

justify the research methodology. The questions were created in a manner that was 

clear, concise, focused and with a structure that flowed. Corrections to the survey 

were made after the pilot test, which further increased the validity. Reliability was 

also improved due to the pilot test. 

The use of sampling further increased the validity, as the research sample, although 

small, was representative of Irish and Spanish Coca-Cola consumers. Validity was 

increased due to the additional interview with a CSR expert lecturer.   

As a positivist view was taken, it is important to note that during the interpretation 

of data, the researcher aimed to ensure that data collecting methods were not 

contaminated by personal views, which further increased the validity of this study. 

3.10 Ethics  

Ethical issues were addressed, due to this study requiring human respondent’s 

participation, particularly Irish and Spanish Coca-Cola consumers. It was necessary 

that all ethical aspects were taken into consideration to ensure the privacy of 

participants. 

Suanders et al. (2009) state that ethics refers to the “appropriateness on your 

behaviour in relation to the rights of those who become the subject of the work”. In 

this case, it is essential that the researcher takes into consideration all ethical issues 

whilst carrying out all forms of primary research. 

With regards to the primary research carried out, all respondents participated in the 

research voluntarily, without any pressure or payment of the researcher. Following 

a full description of the research, the participants agreed to freely participate, as 

recommended by Saunders et al. (2009). With regards to the formulation of the 

questionnaire in both English and Spanish, the use of discriminatory, offensive, or 

any other unacceptable language was avoided. Relevant information about the 

purpose and aim of this study was explained to the participants in order to give them 

an understanding of their role in the completion of this research.  
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The researcher ensured to acknowledge all works of other authors and also 

maintained the highest level of objectivity in all discussion and analysis throughout 

this research, as this is of paramount importance in any form of research.  

It is important to note that all types of social research involve ethical issues, as the 

process of carrying out research involves the human aspect of collecting data from 

people and about people. With this in mind, the researcher obeyed all codes of 

ethical and professional conduct, as outlined in the IT Sligo and ESOMAR 

guidelines, European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research (Bowers, 1998). 

3.11 Limitations 

• The initial research plan was to interview two Coca-Cola Irish and Spanish 

managing directors however this did not go according to plan. This limited 

the extent of understanding of the objectives of Coca-Cola’s CSR practices 

in Ireland and Spain and whether any of their CSR practices are directly 

linked with the hope of converting once off customers into loyal advocates 

of the brand. 

• Due to lack of funding and time constraints convenience sampling was used. 

Results may have been more generalizable if another sampling method was 

used. 

• The sample size and structure could be seen as a limitation as a more reliable 

result could be obtained if there was more time to be able to have obtained 

a larger sample in Ireland and especially in Spain, and there had been a more 

equal structure in demographics. 

• Similar to the cross-cultural study carried out by Moon, B., Lee, L. and Oh, 

C. (2015), this study relied on participants’ memory about a product and the 

company. It is possible that the participants memories about the product and 

company could be incomplete and be tainted by their satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction they experienced. 

• Although some surveys were administered face-to-face in both Ireland and 

Spain, most surveys were administered online by emails and through 

multiple forms of social media therefore this this may have resulted in a bias 

in a sample of respondents that were more web savvy than if they had been 

recruited mainly offline. 
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• The lack of existing literature especially with regard to Spanish and Irish 

consumers loyalty responses due to CSR practices in general as well as 

Coca-Cola’s CSR practices. Also, a vast amount of similar studies was 

carried out on service sector industries, while although it has similarities to 

the product industry, there are also significant differences between both 

industries. 

3.12 Summary 

This chapter set the structure for the data collection process. It presented the 

rationale for the type of research design chosen and the reason behind the sample 

choice was discussed. The design of the research method was explained, with 

reference to previous literature and similar research methodologies. Reference was 

also made to theorists and their theories supporting this type of research design. The 

qualitative and quantitative methods of analysis were discussed. The quantitative 

research instruments of both English and Spanish questionnaires, complimented by 

a structured interview, ensured the reliability of data. The discussion of the methods 

of analysis was followed by a presentation of the reliability, validity, and ethical 

considerations of the study.  

The next chapter will present the findings from the data collection process carried 

out by the researcher. 
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Chapter Four: Findings and Discussion 
 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter meets the empirical objectives. The quantitative data collected was 

analysed and illustrated using charts and graphs. In this section, the figures (graphs) 

under each subheading are first illustrated in English showing the Irish responses 

and then in Spanish showing the Spanish responses, however it is important to note 

that the Spanish figures have the same meanings as each English figure discussed 

before it. 

The researcher cross analysed results to discover trends and patterns in the data.  

The qualitative data was analysed in order to observe if the expert interview related 

to the results of the surveys.  

The findings, presented in this chapter refers to the findings identified in Chapter 2. 

Here, they will consider how they do or do not confirm the theories identified and 

how they further contribute. 

There are two sections of these findings: 

1. The quantitative, in the form of a comparison between the Irish and Spanish 

Coca-Cola consumer questionnaires  

2. The qualitative, in the form of an in-depth interview with a CSR expert.  

4.2 Questionnaire Findings and Discussion 

Overview of Quantitative Survey 
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The findings contained in this section reveal Irish and Spanish consumers’ feelings 

towards and knowledge of CSR, Coca-Cola’s CSR practices, and the link between 

the company’s CSR practices and Irish consumers’ loyalty to the company (see 

Appendix 1 and 2 for samples of both surveys). The figures under the headings of 

Spanish responses are in the Spanish language. The English survey was translated 

directly into Spanish and, therefore, both surveys have the same meaning. 

The Irish and Spanish responses will be illustrated and discussed under three 

headings: CSR, Customer Loyalty, and the link between CSR and Customer 

Loyalty. Subheadings will be found under each heading in order to provide a better 

analysis of responses. 

 

4.3 Questionnaire Theme 1 - CSR 

The section assessed Irish and Spanish Coca-Cola consumers’ awareness and 

feelings towards Coca-Cola’s CSR practices. 

4.3.1 Awareness of CSR 

The figure below shows Irish Coca-Cola consumers’ awareness of the term CSR. 

 

Figure 4.1: Irish Coca-Cola Consumer Awareness of the term CSR 
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The majority (49%) of respondents claimed to be aware of the term CSR. It was 

found that the older respondents were more aware of the term, which is good for 

Coca-Cola as these have been found to be the age group who mainly purchase Coca-

Cola, as seen from data collected by infoscout.co. It was also found that more males 

were aware of the term. 

The figure below shows Spanish Coca-Cola consumers’ awareness of the term 

CSR. 

 

  

Figure 4.2: Spanish Coca-Cola Consumer Awareness of the term CSR 

 

The majority (39%) of respondents claimed to know something about the term. 

Combined, as can be seen in the figure above, 75% of respondents are somewhat or 

fully aware of the term, with 25% not knowing much or not knowing anything at 

all about CSR. It was found that the majority of respondents who did not know 

about the term came from the 18-28-year-old respondents. The older respondents 

were most aware of the term.  
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Discussion 

The findings from both Irish and Spanish samples were quite similar. As can be 

seen above, the greater percentage of the Irish respondents were aware of the term, 

whereas the majority of Spanish respondents were marginally aware of the term.  In 

the KPMG International survey of CSR reporting (2011), Spain is ranked seventh 

in the world for CSR implementation. Ireland was not included in the study; 

however, the United Kingdom is ranked as number one and it could be said that 

the UK is usually similar to Ireland in these cases. Therefore, this could be a 

reason why more people are aware of the term CSR in Ireland than in Spain. It is 

still important to note that, for the most part, respondents from both samples are 

aware of the term. Although the CSR phenomenon reached Spain later than it did 

the northern European countries (i.e. the UK and possibly Ireland), public and 

private institutions have embraced sustainable development since its introduction 

there in the late 1990s, meaning consumers have been exposed to firms’ CSR 

activities in Ireland and Spain since the late 90’s, which may explain why 

consumers are generally aware, or have heard of the term. 

Some researchers have alluded to the importance of CSR awareness (Bhattacharya 

& Sen, 2004; McWilliams & Siegel, 2001) as a precursor of consumers' CSR 

beliefs. The author would highly agree with this. As noted in chapter 2, Sen et al. 

(2006) found that consumers' awareness of the philanthropic initiative is a 

precondition for their beliefs that the company is socially responsible, which is also 

clear in this study. 
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4.3.2 Awareness of Coca-Cola’s CSR 

The following figure further analyses the Irish respondents CSR awareness but this 

time their awareness of Coca-Cola’s CSR practices such as working with/for 

organisations such as the World Wildlife Fund. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Irish consumers’ awareness that the Coca-Cola brand works with/for 

organisations such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 

Most respondents (68%) were unsure/unaware of this aspect of Coca-Cola’s CSR 

work. Again, the younger respondents tended to be the ones who were least aware.  
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The following figure further analysed the Spanish respondent’s responses. 

  

Figure 4.4: Spanish consumers’ awareness that the Coca-Cola brand works 

with/for organisations such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 

 

Most respondents (80%) were unsure/unaware of this aspect of Coca-Cola’s CSR 

work. Again, the older respondents tended to be the ones who were more aware.  

Discussion:  

The findings from both samples are similar and can be seen in both figures above 

where the majority respondents did not know if they were aware of the Coca-Cola 

brands involvement in charitable organisation (a representation of some of their 

CSR practices). In addition, interestingly the younger respondents of both made up 

the majority of unsure responses. 

This may be indicative of an opportunity for Coca-Cola to enhance CSR awareness 

with the younger consumer group, as they are the future consumers of the brand in 

both Ireland and Spain; communicating CSR activities is critical because customers 

who are aware of CSR initiatives have more positive attitudes and behavioural 

intentions (Öberseder et al., 2013). 

CSR awareness, or the lack of, is a key stumbling block for companies looking to 

reap strategic benefits from their CSR initiatives (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004). This 

seems to be a key deficiency in most CSR strategies (i.e., the lack of effective 

communication), since minimal benefits are likely to accrue to companies if their 
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target market is unaware of their CSR initiatives; in this case, it could be said that 

Coca-Cola need to work harder to increase CSR awareness. 

 

 

4.3.3 CSR beliefs (Ethical - Legal - Philanthropic Responsibility) 

A. Employees 

The following figures use a 5-point Likert scale to analyse Irish and Spanish 

respondents’ CSR beliefs about Coca-Cola’s CSR towards employees. All 

questions in the next three figures regarding CSR beliefs were created based on 

Coca-Cola’s GRI and Sustainability Report. 

 

 
Figure 4.5: Irish consumers’ beliefs about Coca-Cola CSR (Coca-Cola’s CSR 

towards Employees) 
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It can be seen from the figure 4.5 that the majority of respondents were uncertain 

about how Coca-Cola treats their employees with regard to Human and Workplace 

Rights Standards and the economic empowerment of women. It was found that 

those who did agree were in the older range of respondents.  

50% of respondents agreed that Coca-Cola looks like a good company to work for. 

The majority of respondents (47%) agreed that Coca-Cola was concerned with 

fulfilling its obligations to its shareholders, suppliers, distributors and others, 

closely followed by 40% who were uncertain.  

The following figure analyses the Spanish respondents’ CSR beliefs about Coca-

Cola’s CSR towards employees. 

  

Figure 4.6: Spanish consumers’ beliefs about Coca-Cola CSR (Coca-Cola’s CSR 

towards Employees) 

 

It can be seen from the figure above that the majority of respondents were uncertain 

about how Coca-Cola treats their employees which were made up mostly of the 18-
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28-year-old respondents. It was found that those who did agree were in the older 

range of respondents.  

55% of respondents agreed that Coca-Cola looks like a good company to work for.  

Discussion: In the sustainability reports, Coca-Cola works strongly and is 

passionate about treating their employees fairly and complying with all Human and 

Workplace Rights and standards, however, it seems that from this study, 

respondents from both samples were generally unaware of Coca-Cola’s CSR 

towards its employees. The main difference was that more Irish respondents agreed 

that Coca-Cola is concerned with fulfilling its obligations to its shareholders etc., 

but a large amount was uncertain also; similar to the Spanish respondents.  
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B. Customers   

The next figure analyses the Irish respondents’ CSR beliefs about how Coca-Cola 

treats their customers.  

 

Figure 4.7: Irish Consumers’ Beliefs about Coca-Cola CSR (Coca-Cola’s CSR 

towards Customers) 

 

The responses here are less obvious, as there is more of an even response to each. 

When asked the 4 questions, as seen in the figure above, the majority of respondents 

of each question agreed that they believe Coca-Cola’s CSR towards customers is 

good. Younger male respondents (age 18-28) tended to see Coca-Cola’s CSR 

towards customers in a negative light. 
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The next figure analyses the Spanish respondents’ CSR beliefs about how Coca-

Cola treats their customers.  

 

  

Figure 4.8: Spanish Consumers’ Beliefs about Coca-Cola CSR (Coca-Cola’s 

CSR towards Customers) 

 

The majority of respondents were in agreement (over 57% in each question) that 

they believe Coca-Cola’s CSR towards customers is good. The majority of 

respondents who see Coca-Cola’s CSR towards customers in a negative light were 

male respondents of various ages.  

Discussion: The results of the Spanish respondents were comparable to the Irish 

responses, however, there was more of a clear percentage of Spanish respondents 

who agreed to each. Previous research found that engaging in customer CSR 

enhances corporate reputations, which in turn, may motivate customers to be 
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associated with those firms (Turban and Greening, 1997; Wei, Egri, and Yeh-Yun 

Lin, 2014, p. 558), therefore, it could be said that Coca-Cola may reap loyalty 

rewards by communicating their CSR towards their customers. 
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C. Society 

The next figure analyses the Irish respondents’ CSR beliefs about how Coca-Cola 

treats society through their CSR practices.  
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Figure 4.9: Irish consumers’ beliefs about Coca-Cola CSR (Coca-Cola’s CSR 

towards Society) 

 

It can be seen that the majority of respondents agreed that Coca-Cola is a 

responsible brand and that the company markets the brand responsibly, uses 

sustainable packaging, and sponsors/finances social events. However, for the 

remainder, the majority of the respondents (which included a mixture of all ages 

and genders) were uncertain of their beliefs towards it CSR towards society which 

is illustrated in the figure above. 
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The next figure analyses the Spanish respondents’ CSR beliefs about how Coca-

Cola treats society through their CSR practices.  
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Figure 4.10: Spanish consumers’ beliefs about Coca-Cola CSR (Coca-Cola’s 

CSR towards Society) 

 

With regards to respondents agreeing, it can be seen in the figure above that the 

majority of respondents (over 50% in each case) agreed that Coca-Cola is a 

responsible brand, makes a real difference through their socially responsible 

actions, always respect the norms defined in law, market the brand responsibly, 

directs part of the budget to donations and social works favouring the 

disadvantaged, and that they sponsor or finance social events.  

However, for the remainder (mainly concerning environmental contributions), the 

majority of the respondents were uncertain of their beliefs.  

Lastly, the majority (38%) disagreed that respecting ethical principles in the Coca-

Cola brand had priority over achieving superior performance. 

Discussion: With regard to the consumers beliefs about Coca-Cola’s CSR towards 

Society, Spanish consumers agreed more, whereas Irish respondents showed more 

uncertainty. This could be due to many situational factors such as lifestyle, culture 

or perhaps promotion of Coca-Cola’s CSR towards society is more prominent in 

Spain and may need to be improved in Ireland. It is important to note that from 

previous research it was found that customers appreciate companies’ participation 

in humanitarian events, programs devoted to energy conservation, sponsorship of 

local events, etc. and these activities can influence the creation of higher customer 

loyalty (García de los Salmones et al., 2005, p. 373).  
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4.3.4 CSR Attributions (Intrinsic) 

The figure below shows Irish consumers’ responses to intrinsic attributions.  

  

Figure 4.11: Irish Consumers Reactions towards CSR Attributions (Intrinsic) 

 

Most respondents were uncertain if Coca-Cola carried out CSR practices because 

they were “genuinely” concerned about being socially responsible and about the 

obesity crisis which can be seen in figure 23 above.  
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The figure below shows the Spanish consumers’ responses to intrinsic attributions.  

 

  

Figure 4.12: Spanish Consumers’ Reactions towards CSR Attributions (Intrinsic) 

 

Most respondents were uncertain if Coca-Cola carried out CSR practices because 

they were “genuinely” concerned about being socially responsible and about the 

obesity crisis which can be seen in figure 24 above. 
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4.3.5 CSR Attributions (Extrinsic) 

The figure below shows the Irish responses to the extrinsic attributions.  

 

Figure 4.13: Irish consumers’ reactions towards CSR Attributions (Extrinsic) 

 

Most respondents were either uncertain or agreed that Coca-Cola engage in CSR 

practices because they “feel competitive pressures to engage in such activities”. 
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The figure below shows the Spanish responses to the extrinsic attributions. 

 

Figure 4.14: Spanish consumers’ reactions towards CSR Attributions (Extrinsic) 

 

The majority of respondents agreed that Coca-Cola engages in CSR because they 

felt competitive pressures to engage in such activities as can be seen in figure 26 

above.  

Discussion: Regarding the intrinsic beliefs, both Irish and Spanish respondents 

were, in most cases, uncertain if Coca-Cola carried out CSR activities because they 

were genuinely concerned about being socially responsible. Also, in both counties, 

the younger respondents between 18-28 years who tended to be more unaware of 

CSR disagreed and the 39+ respondents were more in agreement. 

With regards to the extrinsic beliefs, the Spanish responses were again similar to 

the Irish responses but the Irish seemed to be more uncertain whereas the Spanish 

were more in agreement. 

It appeared that more Irish and Spanish respondents agreed that Coca-Cola carry 

out extrinsic CSR practices than intrinsic CSR practices. The majority view the 

company as engaging in CSR practices due to competitive pressures to engage in 
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such activities, and not because they were genuinely concerned about their 

responsibility to employees, customers, and society. 

According to Du et al. (2007, p. 238), the roles of intrinsic and extrinsic attributions 

in shaping CSR beliefs suggest that companies need to also “work smarter” in 

communicating their CSR initiatives, ensuring that consumers attribute such efforts 

to intrinsic (e.g., genuine concern), rather than extrinsic (e.g., profit motive) 

motivations.

 

4.3.6 CSR Support 

The following figure illustrated the Irish respondents’ level of support for Coca-

Cola’s CSR practices. 

 

Figure 4.15: Irish Consumers’ level of Support for Coca-Cola’s CSR practices  

 

It can be seen that there was a close result from respondents shown in the figure 

above, where 33% were uncertain and 23% did support Coca-Cola’s partnership 

with the WWF to “Protect the Polar Bears”. It was more predominant that the 

majority supported it over not supporting it. 
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The following figure illustrates the respondents’ level of support for Coca-Cola’s 

CSR practices. 

 

  

Figure 4.16: Spanish Consumers’ level of Support for Coca-Cola’s CSR  

 

61% of respondents supported Coca-Cola’s partnership with the WWF to “Protect 

the Polar Bears”. However, it was more predominant that the majority do not 

support it over supporting it, as 27% support it, as opposed to just 12% who do 

support.  

Discussion: There was more of a close result from Irish respondents, where the 

majority were uncertain followed by people who do support it. More Irish 

respondents supported the CSR initiative, whereas more Spanish did not support it. 

This could be due to a cultural aspect, as it could be argued that Christmas plays 

more of an important role in Ireland than in Spain. Nostalgia is apparent with the 

Coca-Cola Polar bear adverts that have played during the Christmas season, 

therefore the adverts may have resonated more with the Irish consumer and could 

be indicative of communication of CSR leading to CSR support. 

People tend to value companies' efforts in CSR programmes such as donations, 

energy conservation, or sponsorship of local events, among other CSR initiatives; 

thus, this greater support may convert to stronger loyalty towards the firm (Maignan 

et al., 1999), depending on whether the consumers are aware of such initiatives. 
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4.3.7 CSR Importance 1 

The figure below illustrates the importance of CSR to the Irish respondents. 

 

Figure 4.17: Importance of CSR to the Irish consumer  

 

It can be seen from the figure above that the majority (43%) of respondents (i.e. 

Coca-Cola consumers) considered environmental and social responsibility 

important when purchasing a non-alcoholic beverage, followed by 23% considering 

it to be very important.  
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The figure below illustrates the importance of CSR to the Spanish respondents. 

 

Figure 4.18: Importance of CSR to Spanish Consumers 

 

It can be seen from the figure above that the majority (53%) of respondents (i.e. 

Coca-Cola consumers) consider environmental and social responsibility important 

when purchasing a non-alcoholic beverage.  

Discussion:  The results were quite similar from both samples, as most found 

environmental and social responsibility important or very important when 

purchasing a non-alcoholic beverage, however, the older respondents (39+) from 

the Irish sample placed a higher importance on it whereas the 18-28-year-old 

Spanish females consider it to be more important. 

From a previous study, it was found that ‘Ethical consumerism’ in Hong Kong is 

on the rise, as more consumers realise that their actions have ethical, social, and 

environmental consequences (Lee, 2009). This seems to correspond with the Irish 

and Spanish respondents here, as, for the most part, respondents place importance 

on CSR when purchasing a drink. 
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4.3.8 CSR Importance 2 

The figure below shows whether or not Irish Coca-Cola consumers think of CSR 

initiatives carried out by the company when purchasing a Coke. 

  

Figure 4.19: Importance of Coca-Cola’s CSR to the Irish consumer 

 

As illustrated in the figure above, the majority (41%) of respondents do not think 

of CSR initiatives carried out by Coca-Cola when purchasing the drink. 22% were 

uncertain whether they did or not. 

 

The figure below shows whether or not Spanish Coca-Cola consumers think of CSR 

initiatives carried out by the company when purchasing a Coke. 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Importance of Coca-Cola’s CSR to Spanish Consumers  
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As illustrated in the figure, the majority (47%) of respondents were uncertain 

whether or not they think of CSR initiatives carried out by Coca-Cola when 

purchasing the drink. 22% claimed they do not think of them. 

Discussion: The Spanish response was dissimilar to the Irish response, as the 

majority of Irish respondents do not think of CSR initiatives carried out by Coca-

Cola when purchasing the drink whereas the majority of Spanish respondents were 

uncertain, whereas only 22% of Irish respondents were uncertain.
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4.4 Questionnaire Theme 2 - Customer Loyalty 

This section analyses the Irish and Spanish respondents “Customer Loyalty” to the 

Coca-Cola brand. 

 

4.4.1 C-C Identification 

To articulate the Irish customers’ identification with the Coca-Cola brand, the 

following figure shows the questions asked, with responses illustrated. 

 

Figure 4.21: Irish Customers’ Identification with Coca-Cola 

 

The above figure mainly demonstrated that most customers did identify with the 

Coca-Cola brand or were uncertain whether they did or did not.  
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To judge the Spanish customers’ identification with the Coca-Cola brand, the 

following figure shows the questions asked, with responses illustrated. 

 

Figure 4.22: Spanish Consumers Identification with the company 

 

The above figure mainly demonstrated that the majority of customers were unsure 

about how they identified with the Coca-Cola brand in each case, as can be seen in 

the figure above.  

The next highest response in most cases was the respondents agreeing that they do 

identify with the Coca-Cola brand.  

Discussion:  The Irish and Spanish responses again were quite alike, where the 

majority were either uncertain or agreed that they identify with the company, 

however, more Irish disagree that the brand fits their personality. This may be 

because there were more Irish respondents over the age of 28 and more Spanish 

respondents in the 18-28 response range and it was found that the younger 

respondents identify with the company more. Particularly, the younger females may 

feel like it fits their personality more, as it can be seen to give off a young, happy 

vibe. These results correspond with a previous study carried out by Scott and Lane 
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(2002), as they found that customers would only identify with those companies 

whose identity looks attractive to them because they perceive them as close to theirs 

and they share common values and principles. 

In addition to this, from previous results from respondents, with regards to their 

CSR beliefs, Coca-Cola should consider the results found in similar studies; for 

example, Huang et al. (2017) who found that enhancing CCI has become an 

important route to building deep, meaningful, long-term relationships with 

customers. Similarly, Lichtenstein et al. (2004) document the transactional benefits 

of corporate philanthropy in a field study; consumers with more positive CSR 

beliefs about a grocery chain buy more from that chain, which is similar to Coca-

Cola consumers’ responses in this study. Moreover, they confirm the findings of 

prior research (e.g., Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001) that CCI is a key “internal” 

consequence of such CSR beliefs. 
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4.4.2 Attitudinal Loyalty 

The figure below shows the Irish respondents’ attitudinal loyalty. 

  

Figure 4.23: Irish Consumers’ Attitudinal Loyalty 

 

From the above figure, it shows that among all age groups, 40% of respondents 

agreed that they would recommend Coca-Cola. 36% agreed that they talk 

favourably and say positive things about the brand to others. 

The figure below shows the Spanish respondents’ attitudinal loyalty. 

 

Figure 4.24: Spanish Consumers’ Attitudinal Loyalty  
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From figure 4.24, it shows that among all age groups, 47% of respondents agree 

that they would recommend Coca-Cola, however, a smaller 25% agree that they 

talk favourably and say positive things about the brand to others. The majority of 

respondents (51%) were uncertain if they talked favourably of the brand. 

It is still a good result of people who show positive attitudinal loyalty to the brand, 

as only 4% of respondents disagree about recommending the brand and only 6% 

disagree with speaking favourably about it, with nobody strongly disagreeing to 

both. 

Discussion:  Spanish respondent’s recommendation behaviour is similar to Ireland, 

however, more Spanish respondents are uncertain if they talk favourably about the 

brand than Irish respondents, as the majority of Irish agree to talking favourably or 

saying positive things about the brand to other people. The majority of respondents 

of both samples who agreed were mainly the 18-28-year-old women and the 39-48-

year-old male and female respondents. More younger Irish male respondents agreed 

than Spanish younger males. This could be a cultural difference, as according to 

Haines (2017), Ireland is more of a sociable country, ranked as the 10th most 

sociable country in the world; the Irish are generally quite talkative people. 

More Irish disagree and strongly disagree to both, in comparison to the very low 

number of Spanish who disagree, however, this could be due to a higher response 

rate in Ireland than in Spain. 

Yi and Jeon (2003) define attitudinal loyalty as customers’ positive attitudes toward 

the company. It is linked to active loyalty, which leads to positive word of mouth 

(Perez et al., 2012, p. 224). It could also refer to commitment to a brand, which can 

be defined as trust, esteem, or a customer’s desire to maintain the relationship or 

acquire the same brand (García de los Salmones et al., 2005, p. 
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373).   

 

 

4.4.3 Behavioural Loyalty 

The following figure shows the Irish respondents’ behavioural loyalty levels.  

 

Figure 4.25: Irish Consumers’ Behavioural Loyalty 

 

The majority (35%) of respondents agree that the Coca-Cola brand is their first 

choice when choosing a non-alcoholic beverage, whilst a much greater number of 

52% of respondents agreed that they would continue to buy the Coca-Cola brand 

over the next few years.  
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The following figure shows the Spanish respondents’ behavioural loyalty levels. 

  

Figure 4.26: Spanish Consumers’ Behavioural Loyalty 

 

The majority (over 55%) of respondents agreed in each case that the Coca-Cola 

brand was their first choice when choosing a non-alcoholic beverage and that they 

would continue to buy the Coca-Cola brand over the next few years.  

Discussion: Both samples were alike where most respondents agreed and strongly 

agreed that they would continue to buy the Coca-Cola brand over the next few years 

and that the Coca-Cola brand is their first choice when choosing a non-alcoholic 

beverage, however, there were more Irish respondents who disagreed and strongly 

disagreed to both. The majority of respondents agreed were the 18-28-year-old 

women and both genders of 39-48-year-old respondents and in both cases, those 

who disagreed were males of all ages. 

On the other hand, Inoue, Funk & McDonald (2017, p. 53) observed a weak 

contribution of perceived CSR to behavioural loyalty, which is consistent with 

Seiders et al.'s (2005) perspective. In contrast, Mandhachitara, et al. (2011) found 

that when mediated by perceived service quality, there was a positive relationship 

between CSR and repeat patronage intentions (behavioural loyalty), in the retail-

banking sector in Bangkok, Thailand. This may need more in-depth research to 

better understand the relationship between CSR activities and behavioural loyalty, 

as many previous studied have conflicting results, as studies discovered that there 
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needs to be a mediator between the 2. Inoue et al. (2017, p. 53) found that 

involvement also operates as an important mediator for the relationship between 

perceived CSR and behavioural loyalty. 
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4.4.4 Advocacy 

The next figure shows the Irish customers’ advocacy levels of respondents. 

 

 

Figure 4.27: Irish Customers’ Advocacy 

 

Over half of the respondents (52%) agreed that they would like to try new products 

introduced under the Coca-Cola brand name while only 5% strongly disagreed. 

44% agree that if the Coca brand did something they didn’t like that they would 

still be willing to give it another chance. 

The next figure shows the Spanish customers’ advocacy levels. 

 

Figure 4.28: Spanish Customers’ Advocacy 
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73% of respondents agreed that they would like to try new products introduced 

under the Coca-Cola brand name, while only 4% strongly disagreed. 78% agreed 

that if the Coca-Cola brand did something they didn’t like, they would still be 

willing to give it another chance. 

Discussion: Both Irish and Spanish respondents showed high levels of advocacy to 

the Coca-Cola brand, with the Spanish respondents showing a higher percentage of 

advocacy; however, again, it was the younger respondents who were unaware of 

their advocacy in both samples. 

As discussed above with CCI, given that favourable CSR beliefs are likely to be a 

key driver of C–C identification (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003; Lichtenstein et al., 

2004), such beliefs can be expected to strengthen the consumer-brand relationship, 

leading to a range of advocacy behaviours, which may partially explain the link 

between CSR and customer loyalty. 
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4.5 Questionnaire Theme 3 - The link between CSR practices and 

Customer Loyalty 

The following shows the responses to the link between Coca-Cola’s CSR practices 

and the Irish respondents’ customer loyalty.  

 

Figure 4.29: CSR and Irish Customers’ Loyalty 

 

The majority of respondents were uncertain as to whether they are loyal to the Coca-

Cola brand because they are an ethical company, they are environmentally 

responsible and socially responsible. More are loyal to the brand (26% - includes 

agree and strongly agree) because they believe they are socially responsible and 

less are loyal to the brand (41% - includes disagree and strongly disagree answers) 

as they do not believe they are an ethical company.  

For more in-depth analysis of this section, see Appendix 3.3.1.  

The following and last figure of this section shows the Spanish responses to the link 

between Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and the respondents’ customer loyalty.  
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Figure 4.30: CSR and Spanish Customer’ Loyalty 

 

The majority of Spanish respondents were uncertain (all ages, both male and 

female) as to whether they are loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because they are an 

ethical company, and they are environmentally responsible and socially 

responsible. More were loyal to the brand (31%- includes agree and strongly agree) 

because they believed they are socially responsible and also because they are an 

ethical company. Less are loyal to the brand (34% - includes disagree and strongly 

disagree answers) as they did not believe they are an ethical company and also as 

they did not believe they are environmentally responsible. 

For more in-depth analysis of this section, see Appendix 3.3.2.  

Discussion:  Both samples again turned out to be very similar. In the three scenarios 

of both samples, there was a significant number of respondents who were either 

uncertain, agree or strongly agree. In all three cases, the younger 18-28-year-old 

female and male respondents tended to be more uncertain or disagreeing, whereas 

the older respondents in the categories of 29+, particularly female respondents, 

tended to be more loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because of the CSR practices laid 
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out in the three scenarios. More disagreed in each case over agreeing, therefore, 

there is potential to improve.  

Similar research carried out by Salmones et al. (2005), and also by He, and Lai 

(2012, pp.249-263), focused on legal and ethical responsibilities to dimensions of 

CSR. They found that consumers perceived legal and ethical responsibilities of 

brands might improve brand loyalty through enhancing positive functional and 

symbolic images. This previous research can be seen to be in line with the results 

of this study, as the respondents who agreed that they are loyal to the Coca-Cola 

brand due to these three CSR activities were those who claimed to be aware of the 

CSR activities, had positive CSR beliefs, placed high importance on CSR when 

purchasing a non-alcoholic beverage, and showed positive loyalty attitude and 

behaviours towards the brand. These results suggest that when consumers are made 

aware of a company’s CSR activities, it will lead to loyalty; however, as Fan (2005) 

stated he believes that, as far as ethical branding is concerned, two questions need 

to be asked: Do the brand users care? Do the general public care? In this study, it 

was found that the majority of consumers from both samples do care but if they are 

not aware of the CSR initiatives or the ethical branding there may be less of a 

connection to the brand. 

Customers prefer products from companies involved in social causes (García de los 

Salmones et al., 2005, p. 373). Customers have more trust, purchase more, and 

prefer to recommend socially responsible companies (Vlachos, Tsamakos, 

Vrechopoulos, & Avramidis, 2009). Numerous studies have shown a positive 

relationship between perceptions of CSR and customer loyalty (Ailawadi, Neslin, 

Luan, & Taylor, 2014; Chung et al., 2015; García de los Salmones et al., 2005; He 

& Li, 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Marin et al., 2009; Perez et al, 2012; Srbljinović, 2012). 

In contrast, García de los Salmones et al. (2005) did not observe any direct relation 

between the perception of social responsibility and consumers' loyalty towards the 

firm. This may be similar to the results of these findings, where a direct link is not 

very clear, therefore, this study has found that CSR will not lead to loyalty unless 

it is mediated by communication. 
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4.6 In-Depth Interview Findings 

The following is a discussion of the findings from the interview with CSR Expert 

Dr. Catherine McGuinn. The headings and subheadings used in the analyses of the 

questionnaires, above, will form the basis of this analysis of the interview. It is 

important to note that the interview was carried out in order obtain a general view 

of Dr. McGuinn’s perspective of how Coca-Cola consumers, particularly European 

consumers, view Coca-Cola’s CSR practices and how it may link to customer 

loyalty. The researcher will use the three overarching themes to frame this analysis, 

namely:  

1. CSR 

2. Customer Loyalty 

3. The link between CSR and Customer Loyalty 

 

4.6.1 CSR 

The interviewee expected that there was “a mixed awareness of CSR amongst the 

Irish” and guessed that “there is a consumer group about 20% who are highly clued 

into CSR, then a mix of medium and then another group about 20% who are quite 

unaware”. She was not aware of Spanish studies in this area, however, she presumed 

that “there is quite a similar trajectory of Ireland and UK”. Dr. McGuinn assumed 

awareness about Coca Cola’s CSR is “quite mixed”, where “people who are aware 

of the work of the WWF and/or those who are WWF supporters would be more 

engaged”. She believed that there was “potential to improve consumer awareness 

and subsequently brand impact”. 
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This is consistent with the findings from the questionnaire samples as it was found 

that Coca-Cola needs to improve consumer awareness about its CSR activities due 

to a large percentage being unaware; as Dr. McGuinn noted, being involved in CSR 

activities “can have many beneficial impacts on consumers”.  

Dr. McGuinn believed that Coca-Cola did not make consumers aware of it CSR 

practices towards it employees. She believed Coca-Cola were “genuine when it 

comes to their employees”, however, they could promote this more. When talking 

about consumers awareness of its CSR practices towards its customers Dr. 

McGuinn stated that “Coca-Cola has always used advertising quite well but, if there 

was a prize to be awarded for best CSR and brand ad linkages, I don’t think first 

prize would go to Coca-Cola”.  

According to Dr. McGuinn, “branding is about winning consumer hearts and minds, 

CSR appeals to both the cognitive and emotional layers of consumer buyer 

behaviour”, therefore, companies such as Coca-Cola must ensure to correctly 

manage and communicate their CSR activities in the right manner, as “CSR 

practices have to be genuine as consumers are intelligent”.  

Dr. McGuinn stated that the brand does make consumers aware of its CSR practices 

towards society, however, “this is not exhausted”. She believed that “companies 

may hesitate to overdo this, in case they think, that consumers might view this a 

just a sales tactic”, she added, “if the brand values reflect ethics and CSR then any 

reference to CSR practices etc. are aligned”. 

It is important to note that Dr. McGuinn referred to Coca-Cola using the polar bear 

in Christmas advertisements promoting its CSR activities towards society. She 

believed “the idea was good, but in practice the engagement, creativity and impact 

could be more fine-tuned and perhaps ultimately more effective”. This relates to 

findings from the survey samples, as many respondents were unaware that the 

Coca-Cola brand works with/for organisations such as the WWF. She stated that 

for “such a successful brand, it’s a pity that this message was not delivered more 

effectively”. 

Dr. McGuinn talked about how “currently Coca-Cola is working on replacing 

plastics, and water and carbon use, which is good, but there is still more potential 
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for leadership” and by looking at the results from the survey, there is more potential 

for better communication also. As a CSR expert, Dr. McGuinn believed that Coca-

Cola’s CSR motives were genuine, however, just like quality, CSR needs to be 

continually improved; throughout this study, it has become clear that 

communication of Coca-Cola’s CSR activities needs to be better in order to 

improve customer loyalty. It has been made clear that many “studies might suggest 

authentic CSR could increase profits, sales and market share and therefore could be 

an added commercial benefit”. 

These findings are consistent with the findings from previous literature pointed out 

in chapter 2 and also with the questionnaire findings, as “many studies have 

confirmed that consumers want to support companies that care about people and 

the planet”. It could be argued that “Societal Marketing Concept is now more 

relevant, as consumers are more demanding, and company trust has to be earned 

and maintained”. This is all well and good but as previously discussed, if there is 

poor communication of CSR activities, consumers are not fully aware of these 

activities which could be seen as a downfall for the company, with regards to 

catching and retaining loyal customers who do place an importance on CSR. 

Dr. McGuinn believes that “most consumers will focus on quality and taste of the 

beverage, but among competitors, if those are equal then CSR practices can give a 

company the commercial edge”, which is consistent with results from both survey 

samples, however, she believed that “a niche set of consumers will buy the product 

for CSR reasons exclusively”. From the survey results, it could be seen that as the 

older respondents were more aware of the CSR activities and place a high 

importance on CSR, in this instance, these could be that niche. Dr. McGuinn talked 

about CSR being in “vogue” and noted that if there was more CSR awareness this 

niche could grow in size.  

Dr. McGuinn stated that “a sugary beverage in a world with obesity and healthy 

eating is a challenge” which makes this study a “really interesting case study for 

CSR”. Dr. McGuinn believed that it is a challenge to win consumers but she 

believed the “company has responded with healthier alternatives, etc. so, you could 

say CSR is evident in product selection”, and “water and carbon issues are also in 

focus at the company but maybe not a consumer level”. 
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As “a sugary beverage in a world with obesity and healthy eating Coca-Cola has 

responded with healthier options and being more environmentally friendly 

minimizing its carbon footprint but maybe not at a consumer level”. This is 

consistent with findings from the survey, as many consumers are uncertain as to 

what Coca-Cola is doing, with regards to CSR towards its employees, customers, 

and the greater society. Survey results reveal that the healthier low-calorie 

alternatives are not being promoted as well as they could be, to show that they are 

helping fight the global obesity crisis. There are more CSR opportunities that could 

be taken on board by the company that could help brand reputation in the future. 

Regarding consumers’ beliefs about whether Coca-Cola’s CSR activities are 

Intrinsic or Extrinsic, Dr. McGuinn, as a CSR expert, believed that “in terms of 

consumers it’s probably extrinsic”.  

McGuinn agrees that “there is much potential to do a lot more” in order to shift the 

consumers’ extrinsic views to believe Coca-Cola carry out their CSR activities 

intrinsically instead. The results of the survey samples relate to Dr. McGuinn’s 

beliefs, as more consumers agree that Coca-Cola’s CSR activities are extrinsic and 

tend to me more uncertain about whether the company’s CSR intentions are 

intrinsic. 

She considered that “perhaps there was scope to embed the “Protect the Polar 

Bear’s” campaign in a more exciting and creative manner”, as she doesn’t “think 

this had the same impact as ‘name on bottle’ promotion”, which was not a CSR 

campaign. However, the creativity was much better and more impactful. In her 

view, the “WWF campaign needed more of a buy-in, more imagination might have 

increased impact”. 

These findings link back to the findings from both survey samples, as respondents 

demonstrated a lot of uncertainty with regards to their level of support for the 

campaign to protect the polar bears, therefore reinforcing Dr. McGuinn’s argument 

that the campaign could have been more exciting and creative, which may have 

increased the impact and level of support for the CSR campaign. 

When questioned about her thoughts on whether consumers think of CSR initiatives 

carried out by the Coca-Cola company when purchasing the drink, she responded 
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“if all things are equal price, quality etc. then CSR can help differentiate brands”. 

McGuinn gave her opinion on Coca-Cola’s brand personality as “a young, trendy, 

fun-loving, but also a caring, genuine person who respects others and cares about 

the planet”, however, she noted that the company currently does not fully articulate 

this brand persona in its CSR activities, which could be inhibiting the link between 

its CSR activities, resulting in customer loyalty to the brand. She believes it partially 

does but “there is room for improvement”.  

4.6.2 Customer Loyalty 

Dr. McGuinn believed that there was a “very strong link” between CCI and 

customer loyalty. Many consumers love brands and have psychological ownership 

of the brand.  

The next phase of building the CCI link might be “doing more to further embed 

CSR with the brand intrinsically”. This could a way for the brand to build its 

reputation for the future. These findings coincide with the findings from the survey 

samples, as they draw clear conclusions that Coca-Cola’s CCI must be improved 

and should consider the results found in similar studies; for example, Huang et al. 

(2017), who found that enhancing CCI has become an important route to building 

deep, meaningful, long-term relationships with customers. 

McGuinn believes perhaps current CSR practices might boost attitudinal loyalty 

which has been proven in similar previous studies but perhaps “behavioural loyalty 

might be effected to a lesser extent”; many previous studies have found similar 

results where CSR does not directly lead to behavioural loyalty, unless it is 

mediated by aspects such as involvement. The effect of mediation can be seen in 

the result of research carried out during the same period by Inoue et al. (2017), 

demonstrating a positive mediating effect of involvement on the relationship 

between perceived CSR and behavioural loyalty. 

McGuinn believes “that a strong brand, can withstand a certain amount of negative 

publicity” but only to a limited extent as “negative publicity can go viral very 

quickly and this could destroy the reputation of a brand”.  

If a company does not implement careful CSR practices and something goes wrong, 

it could destroy brand reputation and customer loyalty would be effected. The 
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findings from the questionnaire samples indicated that the majority of consumers 

show a high level of advocacy to the brand and that many would give the brand a 

chance if it did something they did not like however it is presumed that if the extent 

of the incident was very bad, these responses may differ. 

4.6.3 The link between CSR and Customer Loyalty  

In respect to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand due to it being an ethical company, 

Dr. McGuinn “would guess that some consumers are highly responsive to CSR 

efforts, but a lot of consumers simply love the Coca-Cola brand”. Meeting the legal 

requirements and standards is very basic CSR, “a truly genuine CSR brand will go 

way beyond this to strategic level”, therefore it could be said that this is expected 

of any brand and that this alone may not directly lead to loyalty. McGuinn added 

that “in theory as consumers are more aware of CSR, and the consequences of poor 

practice then CSR expectations will rise”. This could indicate that communication 

of CSR practices may be a mediator between CSR and loyalty; if consumers know 

that a company is truly ethical, it may sway them in the direction of this company 

if they are aware of the poor CSR activities of other companies. However, it is clear 

that companies cannot just rely on being ethical; they need to differentiate 

themselves by covering other CSR dimensions (Carroll, 1979, 1991). 

In relation to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand due to it being environmentally 

responsible, Dr. McGuinn stated that “the reality is that companies and brands who 

want to be successful cannot afford to disrespect the planet”, that “ultimately people 

are effected by environmental damage etc”. Coca-Cola does engage in 

environmentally responsible initiatives; however, it is not communicated 

exhaustively and “much more could be done”. Here is where we see “the 

educational and advocacy role for Coca-Cola”.  

Consistent with the findings and discussion throughout this chapter, Dr. McGuinn 

declared that “If consumers are not aware of issues about the planet then they are 

not concerned”. Socially responsible marketers take account of the supply chain 

“and the value chain and tell consumers how the brand respects the earth’s 

resources”, however, the findings from the primary research suggest that Irish and 

Spanish Coca-Cola’s consumers (especially the younger consumers) have not been 

told in ways that resonate in their memory about how this brand “respects the earth’s 
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resources”.  Dr. McGuinn stated that, as Coca-Cola has a strong brand identity “it 

would not be too difficult to further embrace the message of looking after the 

planet”. “It’s about taking the next steps and integrating this further”. 

In respect of being loyal to the Coca-Cola company due to it being socially 

responsible, Dr. McGuinn believed “on its own, while such donations help, it would 

be viewed as lip-service if a company does not deliver CSR throughout its value-

chain and across all marketing activities”.  

All in all, with regard to the findings from both samples of the questionnaire, 

consumers are, for the main part, uncertain whether their loyalty is due to Coca-

Cola being responsible. Therefore, there must be some miscommunication 

somewhere along the chain, as referred to by Dr. McGuinn indicating that 

integration and communication is key and that CSR is working at both functional 

and emotional levels.  

It is true that many factors need to be present in order to gain loyalty of customers 

but without CSR it is very questionable whether a company would have many loyal 

customers at all, as it is such a crucial part in every business, especially nowadays. 
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4.7 Summary 

It is clear from the findings that Coca-Cola need to play to their strengths and be 

more creative with the communication of their CSR initiatives to educate their Irish 

and Spanish consumers about what they do for their employees, customers, and 

society by being ethical, being environmentally responsible and socially 

responsible. This will ensure that the majority view their CSR activities as intrinsic. 

By judging from the results of consumers who are aware and do place an importance 

on CSR and also from the results of the expert interview, it will eventually lead to 

more loyal consumers of the brand.  

As Dr. McGuinn stated, “it’s all about advocacy, attitude and altruism and if any 

brand can excel at CSR, Coca-Cola has real potential. It’s time for them to further 

meet this leadership challenge!” 

The next chapter will provide a conclusion to the study where the research objective 

and main research question will be answered along with recommendations. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendations  

 

5.1 Introduction 

It was generally seen that the link between CSR and customer loyalty is found 

indirectly through multiple mediating roles such as CSR awareness, satisfaction, 

and C-C Identification. 

Social identity theory provides a perspective to interpret societal difference in the 

influence of customer CSR on customer loyalty. As identified by Tajfel and Turner 

(1979), social identity theory emphasizes that individuals engage in categorization, 

identification, and comparison in their construction of a self-image. Engaging in 

customer CSR enhances corporate reputations, which in turn, may motivate 

customers to be associated with those firms (Turban and Greening, 1997; Wei, Egri, 

and Yeh-Yun Lin, 2014, p. 558), therefore it could be said that Coca-Cola may reap 

loyalty rewards by communicating their CSR towards their customers. 

5.2 Conclusion 

This chapter will provide the answers to the research question and objective aims 

that were defined at the beginning of this study. The chapter will then conclude by 

providing recommendations for the Coca-Cola company and marketing managers 

of similar industries both academic and practical, for both theory and practice, a list 

of study limitations, it will provide suggestions for further research and a 

concluding summary. 

The following section will provide a summary of the findings for each objective 

which includes the development of a new conceptual model by the researcher. 
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5.3 Result of Research Objectives 

 

The main observation made with regard to this objective was how incredibly alike 

the Irish and Spanish Coca-Cola consumers’ responses were to the questions posed 

in the survey.  

The following table details the key findings relating to the “Key Objective” of this 

study. It illustrates the key thematic findings, the similarities or differences between 

the Spanish and Irish consumers and the key findings with relation to answering the 

research question. The most prominent point throughout the findings that can be 

seen in the table below is the lack of communication of CSR initiatives in both 

countries.
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Table 5.1 Key Findings 
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The Result of the Research Question: 

The main research question that this dissertation aimed to answer was: 

Question: 

Is there a Link between Coca Cola’s CSR Practices and its Irish and Spanish 

Customers Loyalty? 

Answer:  

The findings indicate that there is a link however, not necessarily a direct link. With 

the mediation of communication to build both Irish and Spanish consumers 

awareness of Coca-Cola’s CSR practices the CSR-Customer Loyalty link does 

become clearer. Therefore, Coca-Colas CSR practices are indirectly linked to 

Customer Loyalty once it is mediated by Communication. 

 It is also important to note that the Irish and Spanish consumers demonstrated very 

similar responses which could be due to their arguably similar PESTEL situations. 

The researcher invented a conceptual model framework model which depicts the 

mediating role of “communication” in the CSR-Customer Loyalty relation. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Conceptual framework depicting the mediating role of 

“communication” in the CSR-Customer Loyalty relation. 
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This model was influenced by other authors who developed similar models with 

different mediators such as Pérez, A. and Rodríguez del Bosque, I. (2015) structural 

model estimation in the Spanish commercial banks, Inoue and Y., Funk, D. and 

McDonald, H. (2017) structural model with involvement mediating the 

relationship. 

 

The conceptual framework depicted above was formed as a result of the research 

carried out. It was found that: 
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Concluding points: 

In conclusion, the findings of this study correspond with similar studies. For 

example, in a study carried out by Wigley (2008), it was found that participants 

exposed to information about a company’s CSR activities are more 

knowledgeable about those activities and that increased knowledge positively 

impacts their attitudes and also their purchase intentions (behaviours). This 

result highly correlates with the results of this study as both researchers found 

that communicating CSR activities is critical as consumers who are aware of 

CSR practices have more positive attitudes and behavioural intentions 

(Öberseder et al., 2013).  

Other authors with similar findings are, Fernández and Rajagopal (2013, p. 222) 

who also found that consumers have become more interested in firms’ actions 

and have, in turn, begun to strongly consider them in their purchasing decision 

making. However, a lack of full awareness of what CSR entails, strong brand 

loyalty, and the absence of information regarding firms’ CSR engagement are 

aspects that have seen to halt Mexican consumers from being highly influenced 

by CSR, in such a degree as to alter their shopping behaviour. The findings of 

Fernández and Rajagopal’s study of Mexican consumers corresponds with this 
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study analysing Irish and Spanish consumers which is an interesting fact due to 

the differences between the 3 countries.  

With regard to other international studies, Lacey and Kennett-Hensel (2010) 

found that the longer CSR is performed by a firm, the more likely it is that its 

customers will become at least generally aware of the companies CSR activities 

which further highlights the points made about the need for communication of 

CSR. They noted that this can differ with regards to different industries and 

consumers perceptions in diverse countries, therefore it is important for 

companies to always take this into consideration. 
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5.4 Recommendations 

From the findings of this study, a list of recommendations has been formed. The 

following box lays out the recommendations for the Coca-Cola company and 

includes general recommendations for general marketing managers with regards to 

improving the link between CSR practices and customer loyalty in the countries of 

Ireland and Spain. The recommendations may be generalized to countries that have 

similar political, economic, social, legal and environmental situations as these 

countries, as both countries showed similar responses to the questionnaires. 

 

Table 5.2 Recommendations  
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5.5 Study Limitations  

• Due to this study being a case study specifically focused on the Coca-Cola 

brand, this may reduce its external validity as to whether there is a link 

between the CSR practices of other global brands and customer loyalty.  

• As the brand selected for this study, i.e. Coca-Cola, is well known to 

consumers and quite a larger than life brand, this is a limitation of the study 

as this brand could be considered to be not so representative of typical 

smaller brands with smaller CSR and marketing budgets.  

• As the countries chosen for this study were both developed countries, it 

could be seen that the results of this research reduce its external validity in 

the context of the entire world.  

• Due to time constraints and the specific nature of this study, it was not viable 

to explore branding fully.
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5.6 Directions for Further Research 

The following is a list of recommendations for further research which is 

required in a number of areas that can be seen below. 

 

Table 5.3 Further Research 
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5.7 Summary 

The aim of this study was to answer the key objective and research question which 

has been covered in chapter 5. The results found that the study and this study 

contributes to both the theoretical and managerial fronts of the CSR literature. The 

contributions of this study are two-fold. On the one hand, the product industry has 

been scarcely explored by previous scholars which is the main reason a 

multinational company such as Coca-Cola was investigated as a way of increasing 

generalizability of the research. On the other hand, the research carried out on 

consumers perceptions of CSR and how they link to their loyalty has also been 

scarcely researched in an Irish and Spanish context individually as well as cross-

culturally and significant the similarities are observed among Irish and Spanish 

consumers concerning their attitudinal and behavioural responses to Coca-Cola’s 

CSR. 

Despite the conflicting findings in previous literature, society today seems to be far 

more concerned about ethical issues in marketing, in comparison to 20 years ago. 

The more high-profile a brand is (such as Coca-Cola) the higher the expectation is, 

in the ethical behaviour the public would have on that brand which was observed 

in the findings of this study. This will, in turn, force branding to become more 

ethically accountable (Fan, 2005, pp. 12-13). 

The implications of this research are valid both academically and practically, in 

both theory and practice therefore, the Coca-Cola company and similar industries 

marketing managers should find this knowledge useful as well as academics as this 

study forms the basis for further study in the area and contributes to academic 

research. The study offers a structural model to follow in order to reinforce the link 

between CSR and customer loyalty in a product based industry such as the non-

alcoholic beverage industry and similar industries in Ireland, Spain and similar 

countries as referred to in section 5.3. 

In conclusion, this study indicates that there is a link however, not necessarily a 

direct link. With the mediation of communication to build both Irish and Spanish 

consumers awareness of Coca-Cola’s CSR practices the CSR-Customer Loyalty 

link does become clearer. Therefore, Coca-Colas CSR practices are indirectly 
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linked to Customer Loyalty once it is mediated by Communication. In this study 

Irish and Spanish consumers demonstrated very similar responses which could be 

due to their arguably similar PESTEL situations. The recommendations should be 

considered and further research should be carried out for several reasons already 

discussed which could include testing the model devised in this study. 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire (Spanish) 
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Appendix 3: Survey Results  

The following survey results did not generate enough valuable information to be 

input into chapter 4 but did generate some key points which can be seen in the first 

table in chapter 5.  

3.1 Questionnaire Theme 1 – CSR 

3.1.1 Corporate Ability Beliefs 

The following figure shows dominantly through all age groups surveyed that the 

majority either agreed or strongly agreed that Coca-Cola is of high quality and tastes 

good.  

 

Figure 1: Irish Consumers Corporate Ability Beliefs 

The following figure shows dominantly through all age groups surveyed that most 

of the Spanish respondents agreed that Coca-Cola is of high quality (76% agreed) 

and tastes good (73% agreed).  

 

Figure 2: Spanish Consumers Corporate Ability Beliefs 
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Discussion: 

The majority of both Irish and Spanish consumers either agreed or strongly agreed 

that Coca-Cola is of high quality and tastes good.  

3.2 Questionnaire Theme 2 - Customer Loyalty 

3.2.1 Customer Satisfaction 

The following figure shows the Irish respondents’ satisfaction levels with the Coca-

Cola brand. 

 

Figure 3: Irish Customers’ level of Satisfaction with the Coca-Cola brand 

As presumed, over half of the respondents (52%) agreed they were satisfied with 

the Coca-Cola brand, followed by 20% being uncertain, and 17% strongly agreeing 

to be satisfied, with only11% showing a negative response (2% of which strongly 

disagreed to being satisfied). 

The following figure shows the Spanish respondents’ satisfaction levels with the 

Coca-Cola brand. 

 

Figure 4: Spanish Customers’ level of Satisfaction with the Coca-Cola brand 
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As presumed, over half of the respondents (63%) agreed to be satisfied with the 

Coca-Cola brand, followed by 16%% strongly agreeing to be satisfied, and also 

16% being uncertain, with only 6% showing a negative response, which were made 

up of 18-28-year-old female respondents (0% of which strongly disagreed to being 

satisfied).  

Discussion: The satisfaction levels of both samples were high. Customer 

satisfaction and Customer loyalty are highly correlated (Hallowell, 1996; 

Athanassopoulos et al., 2001; Hur et al., 2013) and as such customer satisfaction is 

a good basis for loyalty (Bloemer et al., 1998; Pont & McQuilken, 2005; Shin and 

Thai, 2014, p. 383). It is important to note that satisfaction has been found to be a 

mediator between CSR and customer loyalty in many cases.  

As previously noted in chapter 2, brand loyalty has been a popular research area for 

decades, and concepts such as satisfaction, trust, repurchase behaviour, and positive 

brand image have been associated with brand loyalty as antecedents of the concept 

(Demirbag-Kaplan, Yildirim, Gulden, and Aktan, 2015, p.136). In this case, Irish 

and Spanish Coca-Colas consumers showed a high level of satisfaction with the 

brand. 

 

3.2.2 Customer Loyalty 

The figure below shows Irish respondents’ responses to their customer loyalty 

levels. 

 

Figure 5: Irish Customers’ level of Loyalty to the Coca-Cola brand 
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34% of respondents agree to be loyal to the Coca-Cola brand, followed by 30% 

disagreeing they are loyal. The responses of respondents varied a lot in age, 

however, it was found that the majority who disagreed and strongly disagreed were 

from the 18-28-year-old respondents. 

The figure below shows Spanish respondents’ responses to their customer loyalty 

levels. 

 

 

Figure 6: Spanish Customers’ level of Loyalty to the Coca-Cola brand 

 

45% of respondents agreed to be loyal to the Coca-Cola brand, followed by 33% 

strongly agreeing to be loyal. The majority of the 12% who disagreed and strongly 

disagreed were from the 18-28-year-old respondents. 

Discussion: Both samples showed comparable results, where the majority of 

respondents agreed to being loyal to the brand, however, 30% of Irish people 

disagreed with being loyal to the brand, whereas only 8% of Spanish respondents 

disagreed. From the results above, it could be said that the younger respondents 

were more prone to switch products due to lower prices of non-brand name Colas, 

whereas the respondents over the age of 28 tended to be more loyal to one brand, 

which could be seen as typical of people in today’s European societies. 
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3.2.3  Brand Commitment 

The figure below shows the Irish respondents’ commitment to the Coca-Cola brand. 

 

Figure 7: Irish Consumers’ level of Commitment to the Coca-Cola brand 

The above figure shows that 32% of respondents agreed that, to them, Coca-Cola 

is clearly the best brand on the market. The majority of respondents who agreed or 

strongly agreed were mainly females from all ages but particularly 18-28-year olds. 

The figure below shows the Spanish respondents commitment to the Coca-Cola 

brand. 

 

Figure 8: Spanish Consumers’ level of Commitment to the Coca-Cola brand 
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Figure 8 shows that 47% of respondents agree that, to them, Coca-Cola is clearly 

the best brand on the market. The majority of respondents who agreed or strongly 

agreed were both 18-28-year-old male and females. 

Discussion: From both samples, it was found that the higher percentage of 

respondents agreed that Coca-Cola is the best brand on the market and these were 

predominantly females of all ages; in particular, from the ages of 18-28. 

Early research carried out by Keller and Aaker (1992) and Brown and Dacin (1997), 

indicated that the perception of socially responsible behaviour can strengthen the 

commitment towards a brand, since it transmits a character of differentiating values 

(Turban and Greening, 1997), respect for the consumers and concern to serve them 

correctly, as well as complying with quality standards; explaining why customers 

reward the company’s CSR efforts with loyalty towards the particular firm 

(Maignan et al., 1999). 

Commitment has also been an established mediator between perceived CSR and 

attitudinal loyalty (Bartikowski & Walsh, 2011; Lacey & Kennett-Hensel, 2010; 

Lacey et al., 2010). 

Younger females showed more commitment to the brand and this seems to be due 

to having high CCI with the Coca-Cola brand. Highly committed customers are 

likely to help the company attract and retain other customers by engaging in positive 

word of mouth communication (Lacey & Kennett-Hensel, 2010)  
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3.3 Questionnaire Theme 3 - The link between CSR practices and 

Customer Loyalty 

3.3.1 CSR and Customer Loyalty in Ireland.  

This section presents a more in-depth analysis of the link between Coca Cola’s 

CSR practices and Irish respondents Customer Loyalty. 

a. Loyalty due to Coca-Cola being an Ethical Company 

25% agree/strongly agreed to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because they 

believe they are an ethical company, whereas 42% disagree/strongly disagree. The 

majority of respondents who were uncertain if they are loyal to the brand because 

they believe they are an ethical company, were predominantly 18-28-year-old 

females and males, but also included many females from the 29-38 age group and 

males from the 39-48 age group. The majority of respondents who agreed/strongly 

agreed were mainly female respondents from the all age categories but particularly 

the age categories of 29-38, 39-48, and 48+; just under 50% of respondents who 

disagreed/strongly disagreed were 18-27-year-old females. 

b. Loyalty due to Coca-Cola being Environmentally Responsible 

24% agree/strongly agreed to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because they 

believe they are environmentally responsible, whereas 38% disagree/strongly 

disagreed. Again, the majority of respondents were uncertain whether they were 

loyal to the brand because they believed they were environmentally responsible; 

these were predominantly 18-28-year-old females and males, but also included 

many females from 29-38 age group and males from the 39-48 age group. The 

majority of respondents who agreed/strongly agreed were mainly female 

respondents from the all age categories but again particularly age categories of 29-

38, 39-48, and 48+; just over 50% of respondents who disagreed/strongly disagreed 

were 18-27-year-old females 

c.  Loyalty due to Coca-Cola being Socially Responsible 

26% agree/strongly agreed to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because they 

believe they were socially responsible, whereas 38% disagree/strongly disagreed. 

Again, the majority of respondents who were uncertain whether they were loyal to 

the brand, because they believed they were socially responsible, were mainly the 

younger respondents, both females and males, but also included many females from 

all age groups; in this scenario, there were more males from the 39-48 age group. 
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The majority of respondents who agreed/strongly agreed were mainly female 

respondents from the all age categories and the respondents who disagreed/strongly 

disagreed were mainly 18-27-year-old females but included both genders from all 

age groups. 

3.3.2 CSR and Customer Loyalty in Spain. 

This section presents a more in-depth analysis of the link between Coca Cola’s 

CSR practices and Spanish respondents Customer Loyalty. 

a. Loyalty due to Coca-Cola being an Ethical Company 

31% agree/strongly agreed to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because they 

believe they are an ethical company, whereas 34% disagree/strongly disagreed. The 

majority of respondents who were uncertain in this instance were 18-28-year-old 

females and males; the majority of respondents who agreed/strongly agreed were 

both male and female respondents from the age categories of 29-38, 39-48, and 48+; 

over 50% of respondents who disagreed/strongly disagreed were 18-27-year-old 

females. 

b. Loyalty due to Coca-Cola being Environmentally Responsible 

20% agree/strongly agreed to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because they 

believe they are environmentally responsible, whereas 34% disagree/strongly 

disagreed. Again, the majority of respondents who were uncertain whether they 

were loyal to the brand because they believe they are environmentally responsible 

were 18-28-year-old females and males; the majority of respondents who 

agreed/strongly agreed were both male and female respondents from the age 

categories of 29-38, 39-48, and 48+; approximately 60% of respondents who 

disagreed/strongly disagreed were 18-27-year-old females. 

c. Loyalty due to Coca-Cola being Socially Responsible 

Lastly, 32% agree/strongly agreed to being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand because 

they believe they are socially responsible, whereas 34% disagree/strongly disagree.  

Very similar to the last 2 cases, the majority of respondents who were uncertain 

whether they were loyal to the brand because they believe they are socially 

responsible were 18-28-year-old females and males, the majority of respondents 

who agreed/strongly agreed were both male and female respondents from the age 

categories of 29-38, 39-48 and 48+; over half of respondents who 

disagreed/strongly disagreed were 18-27-year-old females. 
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3.3.3 Other reasons for Loyalty 

The following figure illustrates other reasons for Irish consumers’ loyalty to the 

brand. 

 

Figure 9: Other Reasons for Irish Consumers’ Loyalty to the Coca-Cola brand 

 

70% of respondents stated their loyalty to the brand to be due to the drink tasting 

good. 

 

Figure 10: Other reasons for Spanish Consumers Loyalty to the Coca-Cola 

brand 
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78% of respondents stated their loyalty to the brand to be due to the drink tasting 

good; all ages and both genders.  

Discussion: Over 70% of both sample respondents stated that another reason 

they were loyal to the brand was because it tastes good. A direct link between 

Coca-Colas CSR practices and Irish and Spanish consumers’ loyalty is not very 

clear therefore, this study has found that CSR may not directly lead to loyalty 

unless it is mediated by communication. 

 

Appendix 4: Screenshot of Email to Coca-Cola Manager 

Coca-Cola was contacted for an interview on behalf of the researcher. After 

multiple non-responses, the researcher also tried to contact a manager from the 

Coca-Cola company however, again there was no response. 

 

 

Appendix 5: Transcription of In-depth Interview with CSR Expert 

A. CSR 

Awareness of CSR  

1. Do you believe most Irish people are aware of the term Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) nowadays? 

“I think there is a mixed awareness of CSR. There is probably a variance 

among the general public. I would guess there is a consumer group about 
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20% who are highly clued into CSR. Then a mix of medium and then 

another group about 20% who are quite unaware”. 

 

2. Do you believe the majority of Spanish people are aware of the term 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) nowadays? 

“Not aware of Spanish studies in this area. Would think there is quite a 

similar trajectory of Ireland and UK, where 20% are highly aware and then 

medium majority followed by 20% who are unaware”. 

 

3. Questions will be asked in general, not specific to any country however 

focusing on a view of European consumers. 

Awareness of Coca-Cola’s CSR 

4. Do you believe Coca-Cola consumers are aware that the Coca-Cola brand 

works with/for organisations such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF)? 

“I think some consumers are aware of this-but again it is probably quite 

mixed. For example, people who are aware of the work of the WWF and/or 

those who are WWF supporters would be more engaged with this. A lot of 

the Coca-Cola work with WWF is about consumer engagement, where there 

is a win-win, consumer engagement is enhanced and brand reputation is 

built. Not sure of the span of consumer impact-might be a niche group. I 

believe there is potential to improve consumer awareness and subsequently 

brand impact”. 

 

5. What sort of effect do you think being involved with these organisations has 

on the consumers? 

“This can have many beneficial impacts on consumers. NGO’s and NON-

PROFITs can gain brand awareness, which can raise finance, gain publicity 

etc. The company can be viewed as more socially responsible, ethical and 

caring. They can deliver on their social contract. Financial contributions 

from the company can show they are committed to the good causes etc. 

Many companies engage with this activity whereby there is a link. E.G. 
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Concern and Tipperary bottled water has obvious mutual benefits, Pampers 

and UNICEF. Most companies will be careful to choose the correct fit when 

deciding on a good cause. Companies that are serious about this, should 

have a 360-degree approach, otherwise it could be seen as lip service or not 

genuine”.  

CSR beliefs  

Ethical – Legal - Philanthropic Responsibility 

Employees 

6. Do you believe the Coca-Cola brand makes consumers aware of its CSR 

practices towards it employees? 

“Don’t think so I would say I strongly disagree”. 

 

7. What do you believe Coca-Colas motives are for being so socially 

responsible towards its employees? 

“In services marketing the service profit chain by Heskett et al (1994) 

suggests happy internal customers means happy external customers. From 

my knowledge, I think COCA-COLA are genuine when it comes to 

employees. I know a few people who work with company and are happy. I 

think they got awards for great places to work. We should remember there 

is always room for improvement. Maybe this could be further academic 

research. There could be more models developed for internal CSR practices 

etc.as I don’t think this area is overly researched”. 

Customers 

8. Do you believe the Coca-Cola brand makes consumers aware of its CSR 

practices towards its customers? 

“Yes, Coca-Cola has always used advertising quite well. The brand itself is 

central to all its advertising and promotional messages. But, if there was a 

prize to be awarded for best CSR and brand ad linkages, I don’t think first 

prize would go to Coca-Cola. 
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At the moment SKY is running a good ad campaign about OCEAN Rescue 

and plastics polluting the marine life. This in my view might be a more 

effective promotion for a good cause. I know it’s a media company but think 

the impact might be higher than say the Coca-Cola save the polar bear 

campaign. 

Coca-Cola often use the polar bear in Christmas ads etc and the idea was 

good, but in practice the engagement, creativity and impact could be more 

fine-tuned and perhaps ultimately more effective. 

As such a successful brand, it’s a pity that this message was not delivered 

more effectively”. 

 

9. What do you believe Coca-Colas motives are for being so socially 

responsible towards its customers? 

“It’s probably a mixture, some is altruistic, some is brand management and 

building brand reputation. CSR can be seen as something that is in vogue, 

but perhaps to be highly effective it should be highly integrated across the 

whole corporation and the brand. I know currently Coca-Cola is working on 

replacing plastics, and water and carbon use, which is good, but there is still 

more potential for leadership. Coca-Cola has the skills, creativity and 

resources to lead out and set standards for the food and beverage sector. 

 

Consumer engagement is very much in focus among marketing 

professionals. All activities that enhance engagement with consumers are 

important aspects of the work of marketing professionals.  

Branding is about winning consumer hearts and minds, CSR appeals to both 

the cognitive and emotional layers of consumer buyer behaviour. Many 

studies have confirmed that consumers want to support companies that care 

about people and planet. Companies who ignore CSR and ethics may face a 

consumer boycott, no company wants to be in this position. Ultimately, it’s 

about brand trust. A trusted brand with a good reputation has lots of 

goodwill. It has to be genuine as consumers are intelligent, and should be 

served. Brands serve individual customers and collectively via society. It 

can be argued that the Societal Marketing Concept is now more relevant, as 
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consumers are more demanding, and company trust has to be earned and 

maintained”.  

Society 

10. Do you believe the Coca-Cola brand makes consumers aware of its CSR 

practices towards society? 

“Yes, to a certain extent, but this is not exhausted. Similar to above, 

companies may hesitate to overdo this, in case they think, that consumers 

might view this a just a sales tactic. I think it is all about the brand. If the 

brand values reflect ethics and CSR then any reference to CSR practices etc. 

are aligned. If the brand values are not CSR rooted, and intensive ads refer 

to CSR activities, then this is misaligned and problems will occur. Hence, 

we are back to corporate values, brand values and if there is integration, 

strategic support etc compared to lip-service etc”. 

 

11. What do you believe Coca-Colas motives are for being so socially 

responsible towards society? 

“I would say they are genuine, building brand reputation etc. they are happy 

to engage with CSR actions. All companies will probably have critics, but 

corporations are there to make a profit-how the profit is made is important. 

This is where genuine buy-in to CSR is different to ‘jumping on the 

bandwagon’, if it’s integrated and strategic that’s where to start. Just like 

quality, this needs to be continually improved. Some studies might suggest 

authentic CSR could increase profits, sales and market share-there could be 

an added commercial benefit”. 

 

Corporate Ability Beliefs  

12. Do you think Coca-Cola consumers are more interested in choosing the 

brand for the quality and taste of the beverage over the CSR practices carried 

out by the company?  
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“A niche set of consumers will buy the product for CSR reasons exclusively. 

I think most consumers will focus on quality and taste, but among 

competitors, if those are equal then CSR practices can give a company the 

commercial edge. 

Some companies build their brand on CSR activities. As Coca-Cola is an 

already established brand, this is what makes it for a really interesting case 

study for CSR. A sugary beverage in a world with obesity and healthy eating 

is a challenge. The company has responded with healthier alternatives, etc. 

So, you could say CSR is evident in product selection. Water and Carbon 

issues are also in focus at the company but maybe not at a consumer level. 

There are more CSR opportunities that could be taken on board by the 

company that could help brand reputation in the future”. 

CSR Attributions  

13. Do you think Coca-Cola carries out CSR practices Intrinsically or 

Extrinsically? 

“Don’t have a lot of knowledge on intrinsic, but would think they do both, 

but perhaps to a limited extent. Think there is much potential to do a lot 

more. 

Think about all the areas of impact and how there is so much opportunity. 

Real possibility for leadership in the marketplace etc”. 

 

14. Do you believe their CSR practices are portrayed as Intrinsic or Extrinsic to 

consumers? 

“I think in terms of consumers it’s probably extrinsic. Think for example of 

the WWF and other projects. 

I do think as referred to previously, there is opportunity for more of both”. 

 

CSR Support  

15. To what extent do you believe consumers support Coca-Cola’s partnership 

with the World Wildlife fund to “Protect the Polar Bear’s”? 
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“I think I checked the relevant website a few times and what I recall the 

response was ok but not outstanding. An examination of this could be an 

interesting case study. Perhaps there was scope to embed the campaign in a 

more exciting and creative manner. 

I don’t think this had the same impact as ‘name on bottle’ promotion. 

Consumers could donate to the WWF-but maybe the campaign needed more 

of a buy-in, more imagination might have increased impact”. 

CSR Importance  

16. What importance do you think consumers place on environmental and social 

responsibility when buying a non-alcoholic beverage? 

“Not sure if this link is direct or indirect. For some consumers, possibly a 

minority this is essential. For other consumers, another minority this is not 

relevant. For the majority of consumers this is partially relevant. For 

marketing professionals working with a brand who is serious about CSR 

this could be a key part of their role. It’s a marketing job, making the 

consumer more aware of environmental and social issues. If it’s not on the 

consumer horizon, it may become the role of the CSR marketer to make it 

relevant-this could give a brand a competitive edge, once the company is 

holistic and genuine. We know new brands can be built on CSR but it’s a 

bit different for established successful brands. The role of consumer 

advocacy may come into play here. The marketer needs to see everything in 

business through the eyes of consumers! This does involve challenge and 

leadership. Coca-Cola is very well placed to take on this brand leadership 

role”.  

 

17. Do you think consumers think of CSR initiatives carried out by the Coca-

Cola company when purchasing the drink? 

“Some consumers do, others don’t. We need to remember if all things are 

equal such as price, quality etc. then CSR can help differentiate brands. If 

we think of our world today, there are numerous issues that are directly 

relevant to Coca-Cola and people that the company can engage with. Coca-

Cola has some really old ads where it brings all people from around the 

world together. When I think of Coca-Cola as a brand personality it’s a 
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young, trendy, fun-loving, but also a caring, genuine person who respects 

others and cares about the planet. Does the company currently articulate this 

brand persona fully, in its CSR activities? Partially yes, but there is room 

for improvement. Once again, it’s about leadership. Coca-Cola is 

universally understood and a loved brand, the company has engaged in CSR 

activity to a reasonable extent. If you think of models of CSR, there is still 

potential to leverage CSR in practice to a greater extent. This could be 

interesting when you think of different international markets where the 

company has a core CSR strategy but variances can occur to fit local 

consumer demands”. 

 

B. Customer Loyalty 

C-C identification 

18. To what extent do you believe Customer-Company Identification leads to 

loyalty?  

“This is hugely important. In my view, there is a very strong link. Many 

consumers love brands and have psychological ownership of the brand. 

Think of brand loyalty. It’s really interesting when you consider taste tests 

between Coca-Cola and Pepsi- (some reports suggest that Coke fans, when 

given a blind taste test, they prefer Pepsi). As a marketing lecturer, I often 

refer to Coca-Cola as a brand who is quite good at marketing-they are cool, 

relevant, distinctive, engaging and know how to build relationships. The 

next phase of building the identification link might be doing more to further 

embed CSR with the brand both intrinsically and extrinsically. This could a 

way for the brand to build its reputation for the future”. 

Attitudinal and Behavioural Loyalty 

19. What’s your opinion on Coca-Cola’s CSR practices leading to Attitudinal 

Loyalty and/or Behavioural Loyalty? 

“This is a really interesting question, given what we know from theory that 

there can be a gap between attitude and behaviour. I think Coca-Cola in 

general would have good attitudinal and behavioural loyalty, but I am not 

sure what is the precise loyalty impact with regards to CSR. Perhaps current 
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CSR practices might boost attitudinal CSR but perhaps behavioural loyalty 

might be effected to a lesser extent. This could be the subject of a more 

investigation”.  

Advocacy 

20. Do you think that with more ethical consumers emerging, if Coca-Cola did 

something wrong, consumers would give it another chance or do you think 

it would affect the brand reputation and customer loyalty more nowadays 

than in the past? 

“When I think of this I recalled the recent Volkswagen emissions scandal. 

So, I would say that a strong brand, can withstand a certain amount of 

negative publicity. Even with the strongest brands, this is only to a limited 

extent.  Negative publicity can go viral very quickly and this could destroy 

the reputation of a brand. Once this occurs it can be costly to recover.  

Customer loyalty would be effected”. 

 

 

C. CSR and Customer Loyalty  

 

21. What’s your opinion on consumers being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand due 

to it being an ethical company (i.e. it always respects the norms defined in 

the law when carrying out its activities) 

“This is difficult to answer. I would guess that some consumers are highly 

responsive to CSR efforts, but a lot of consumers simply love the Coca-Cola 

brand. Without in-depth investigation, we don’t know if the loyalty is due 

to the brand itself or the CSR with the brand. The CSR effect may be an 

essential ingredient to brand success or may be incidental to brand success. 

Meeting the legal requirements and standards is very basic CSR. A truly 

genuine CSR brand will go way beyond this to strategic level etc. I think at 

least in theory as consumers are more aware of CSR, and the consequences 

of poor practice then CSR expectations will rise”.  
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22. What’s your opinion on consumers being loyal to the Coca-Cola brand due 

to it being environmentally responsible (i.e. it is concerned to respect and 

protect natural environment) 

“I think this varies amongst consumers. Many are very concerned about the 

planet, others less so. The reality is that companies and brands who want to 

be successful cannot afford to disrespect the planet. Ultimately people are 

effected by environmental damage etc. There are numerous ways Coca-Cola 

can help-we see some work here, but this is not exhaustive. Much more 

could be done. Herein, we can see the educational and advocacy role for 

Coca-Cola. If consumers are not aware of issues about the planet then they 

are not concerned. Socially responsible marketers take account of the supply 

chain and the value chain and tell consumers how the brand respects the 

earth’s resources. Here the principle of sustainability is evident. Again, 

think of the brand personality-Coca-Cola has a strong image and identity. It 

would not be too difficult to further embrace the message of looking after 

the planet and part of the brand values. This is already evident through 

various incentives at Coca-Cola but it’s about taking the next steps and 

integrating this further”. 

 

23. What’s your opinion on consumers being loyal to the Coca-Cola company 

due to it being socially responsible (i.e., it directs part of its budget to 

donations and social works favouring the disadvantaged / it is concerned to 

improve general well-being of society). 

 

“I am not sure what is the exact impact of this-it is good for the company 

and the image. 

From a critical perspective, it would be interesting to find out what 

percentage of sales or profits are donated. I know this is a commercial brand 

and not a charity, but is there scope to do some more work here?  Financial 

donations to good causes is welcome, but all companies need to constantly 

review why and how they are doing in this regard. It would be interesting to 

examine the contributions of various global brands and see what is the 

percentages across sectors etc. I think consumers welcome such donations, 

but not sure if this is a key decision criterion or an add-on. Marketers need 
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to make sure that donations are good value for money for the company and 

ones that make a real difference within communities. Furthermore, 

integration is key here. On its own, while such donations help, it would be 

viewed as lip-service if a company does not deliver CSR throughout its 

value-chain and across all marketing activities”. 

 

24. Do you think consumers are more loyal to the Coca-Cola brand for other 

reasons such as? 

-The taste 

-The brand 

-Feelings of nostalgia 

-Other. 

“I think all of the above have a very strong impact on loyalty. These do not 

exclude CSR but if these are not present I am not sure that CSR on its own 

would deliver loyalty. Customer loyalty can be a combination of 

overlapping factors where the functional side of the brand has to work, 

equally no great brand is ever really established without great emotional 

connectivity. So, I guess the question might be where does CSR fit? Is CSR 

part of the functional or the emotional side of the brand? 

I would say at least theoretically that CSR is both at functional and 

emotional levels. 

Think about the basic Coca-Cola brand-the sourcing of ingredients, the 

production of the container etc all has CSR components inherently attached. 

In addition, when people emotionally connect with the Coca-Cola brand, 

then herein is also a role for CSR. If people love the Coca-Cola brand and 

are authentically loyal to a brand, then CSR can make a useful contribution 

at this level also. Coca-Cola is about people, happiness and sharing the fun. 

In a world, full of ecological issues and consumers wanting higher 

standards, there is an opportunity to respond in a way that Coca-Cola can-it 

knows about connectivity, relationships and engagement.   It’s all about 

advocacy, attitude and altruism. If any brand can excel at CSR, Coca-Cola 
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has real potential. It’s time for them to further meet this leadership 

challenge”! 

 

Appendix 6: Summary of the Study 

 

The following figure summarizes this study. 

Figure: Summary of the study determining the link between CSR and Customer 

Loyalty – A case study on Coca-Cola comparing Irish and Spanish consumers 

responses. 

    Author        Setting           Aspect of CSR     Discovered Loyalty           Key Finding 

                  Mediator  Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 


